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Abstract 

The discussion which follows is an examination of 

some of the most recent attempts to demonstrate a nec-

essary connection between acting morally and acting ration-

ally. I will argue that all of these attempts are unsuc-

cessful. I employ a straightforward means/end concep-

tion of rationality, whereby the rational course is that 

which best promotes the ends of the agent himself. For 

the sake of simplicity, I have distinguished between 

moral ends (roughly speaking the desire to do, or see 

done, the right thing), and non-moral ends (all others). 

A ' prudent' action is one performed in the promotion of 

non-moral ends. 

The first chapter examines the case where there is a 

genuine conflict between doing what one ultimately wants 

to do, and doing that which is morally right. I argue, 

fairly standardly, that if this is the case, then there 

can be no necessary connection between reason and morality. 

This having failed, I turn, in chapter 2, to consider the 

possibility that there is no genuine conflict (although 

appearances are to the contrary) between morality and pru-

dence. After briefly canvassing some fairly weak attempts 

to, do this-- attempts which make reference to the wrath of 

God, the efforts of conscience, and the social consequences 

of immorality; I proceed to initially more plausible views. 

These views attempt to show that due to the social effects 



of cooperation, and the dynamics of human interaction, we 

do better, even in prudential terms, by being moral. A 

progression of three views, each increasing in sophis-

tication, is addressed in chapters 2 and 3. 

First, I examine a proposal that prudence is self-

defeating-- that prudence fails by its own standards. A 

related view is held by David Gauthier, who holds that 

one who constrains his maximizing (prudent) behaviour will 

do better than one who maximizes his own utility directly. 

This constraint is intended to be the restraints which mor-

ality places on our behaviour. Two defencesof-Gauthier's 

"constrained maximization" are here discussed, the second 

of which, being more persuasive and sophisticated, is 

examined in some detail. Toward the end, I offer some very 

brief and in general speculative remarks, largely con-

cerning the nature of the moral motivation. I suggest 

that any attempt to reconcile, in a systematic way, 

reason and morality, which does so by describing the moral 

motivation in ultimately prudential terms, may have pro-

foundly misconceived the notion of morality. 

iv 
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"That's why, I may observe in parenthesis, our 
social proprieties and conventions are so good. 
They have profound value, I won't say for morality, 
but simply for self-preservation, for comfort, 
which, of course,is even more, since morality is 
really that same comfort, that is, it's invented 
simply for the sake of comfort." 

Fyodor Dostoevsky, 
The Insulted and Injured  

It is in many ways an appealing notion that moral-

ity can be rationally grounded. Most people wish to be, 

ideally at any rate, both rational and moral. It would be 

too bad if, in doing the morally right thing, we sometimes 

run afoul of reason. It would be worse still if the dic-

tates of reason sometimes or always counsel a morally evil 

course. I will nevertheless argue that these are both 

the case. John Rawls has suggested that 11 [t]he theory of 

justice is a part, perhaps the most significant part, of 

the theory of rational choice."' It will be my contention 

that far from being the most significant part, just action 

is by no means even a proper subset of any respectable 

theory of rational choice, That it is outside of the realm 



of reason, in some instances, to do the right thing must 

be, at least for some, disquieting. However, such a conc-

lusion I find unavoidable. This is not to say that the 

opposite view has not been, or does not continue to be 

held and vehemently argued. The discussion which follows 

will address itself to what I take to be the most inter-

esting attempts to show that a necessary connection exists 

between reason and morality. 

It is not disputed that the man who acts unjustly 
when it suits his long-term interest is anything 
but unjust. Of course he is unjust and immoral--
but is he irrational? And the man who does not 
yield to temptation is rightly called a just man. 
But is he rightly called a rational man?' 

Certainly our discussion of the relationship between 

reason and morality will have to include some account of 

what it is to be rational. For our purposes, a fairly 

commonplace means/end rationality will be employed. In 

short, the rational course will be that which best serves 

a given end. In the context of human action, we will take 

it that the rational act is the one which most efficiently 

furthers (which is the best means to achieve) the ends of 

the individual agent. 3 I will assume also that there is, 

in this context anyway, no significant distinction between 

being rational and being reasonable. As a result, I will 

use ' rational' and ' reasonable', as well as ' rationality' 

and ' reason', interchangeably. Consistent with this usage, 

I will further assume a ' reasons' approach to rationality. 



That is, the rational course will be the one for which we 

can provide the best or strongest reasons. In other words, 

to say that a given course is most rational is to say that 

there is no alternative course for achieving the same 

end(s) for which better reasons can be provided. Rational-

ity is a measure of the quality of means to an end. The 

more efficient is a given means to an end, the more rat-

ional it is to employ that means.. However, rationality 

can do no judging of ends themselves. To make judgements 

about the quality of reasons, one must consult the indivi-

dual's ends. This is a conceptualization that is common 

enough. Hume suggests.that 

[i]t appears evident that the ultimate ends of 
human action can never, in any case, be accounted 
for by reason, but recommend themselves entirely 
to the sentiments and affections of mankind, with-
out any dependence on the intellectual faculties. 4 

In short, reason cannot provide us with ends. It is 

the task of reason (rationality) to serve whatever ends 

we happen to have. David Gauthier (whose work we will 

examine quite carefully later on) is quite succinct on 

this point. "Reason takes the ends of our activities as 

given, and determines the means to those ends." 5 Ends 

cannot be judged as to rationality except inasmuch as they 

are also instruments to further ends. Our ultimate goals 

are neither rational nor irrational. Rationality (reason) 

has not the tools required to make either such judgement. 

It is quite common in the literature on this subject 



to contrast moral action, sometimes seen as other- regarding 

action, with self- interested, self- regarding, or prudent 

action. While the use of these terms is often approp-

riate, I think it important to be clear about how these 

notions interrelate. We should be wary of setting up these 

contrasts, since it appears that these notions do not, in 

all cases, pick out different actions. For example, we 

often contrast moral action with self- interested action. 

But the morally right thing will often be in the agent's 

interest. We might in such a case be concerned about the 

motivation being appropriate. However, it is entirely 

consistent with all major ethical theories that in many 

cases the right thing, chosen with the appropriately moral 

motivation, will be in the interest of the agent. 

Another contrast commonly drawn is between other- and 

self- regarding action, where other-regarding acts are meant 

to be the morally right ones. But an act performed for the 

sake of another, even in the absence of any benefit to 

oneself, need not be morally right--or even permissible. 

I might aid another by offering to murder one of his ene-

mies, or more tamely, I might help someone in some way 

to cheat on their income tax. While I may be acting other-

regardingly, I am by no means praiseworthy thereby. Con-

trarily, for similar reasons as I have proposed above, 

self-regarding action may be moral. For a utilitarian 

whose own happiness in a given situation is most affected, 

it will usually be the case that the happiness-maximizing 



choice is the one which benefits him most. He is then 

morally required primarily to regard himself. 

The relationship between these notions (prudence, 

self- and other- regarding action, and self-interest), and 

the promoting of one's ends, is also less than straight-

forward. We quite commonly have other- centred ends. In 

such a case, we serve our own ends by acting in an other-

regarding way. Self-interest, like prudence, is gener-

ally thought to be exclusively in the service of our ends. 

But we may not have a corresponding preference for every-

thing which is in our interest. For example, many smpke 

cigarettes, fully realizing that it is unhealthy and dan-

gerous to do so. We are often compelled to take a large 

risk- - flushed with the excitement of the gamble perhaps--

which prudence dictates to be unjustified. If we employ a 

means/end conception of rationality, we might still be 

unsure of which end it is rational to serve in cases of 

conflict. Is it rational to take as an end that which is 

in our interest, or is it rational to efficiently satisfy 

our preferences, wants or desires? 

On this question, and for the purposes at least of 

this discussion, I will view ends as nothing more than 

the ultimate objects of our desires or preferences. I 

conclude, with J.C. Thornton, that 

it is what a person most wants to do, rather than 
..what. is- in  his own best;intests,  that prôvides 
the ultimate basis for the rational justification 
of an action.6 



In the context of means/end rationality, the end is supplied 

by our wants or preferences. Indeed, it may be argued 

(although it will not be argued here) that it is difficult 

to make sense of our ultimate self-interest if not in 

terms of our basic wants. Whatever the merits of this 

view, I will assume that our wants are the ends which 

means/end rationality attempts to advance. 

The relations between and among the notions of moral 

action, self-interest, self- and other- regarding action, 

and prudence gain in complexity in the face of rigourous 

examination. It is true that the usual contrasts which 

are drawn do at least fair service when used (as they are 

usually used) in the context of a straightforward conflict 

between the moral, and the personally more attractive 

immoral course. We generally desire or prefer that which 

is in our interest. Discussion can proceed tolerably well 

since we understand that one of the contrasted positions 

assumes the primacy of moral considerations, while the 

other side is one in which the agent lacks the requisite 

moral motivation. 

I will however, attempt to clarify and simplify this 

discussion by, in large part, forsaking the usual termin-

ology which uses "self-interest", "other-regarding", and 

"self- regarding", at least for the purpose of contrasting 

moral with non-moral activity. I suggest that we can do 

the same job by distinguishing between action in service 

of our moral ends as opposed to that in service of our 



non-moral ends. This, instead of contrasting morality with 

self-interest, or other-regarding with self-regarding 

action. Very roughly, our moral ends will be those which 

come from a desire to do or see done, that which we believe 

to be morally right. Non-moral ends will be all ends which 

are not moral ends. It may be helpful to see acting for 

the sake of moral ends as roughly equivalent to acting from 

the morally disinterested motivation. I will reserve the 

term ' prudent' to refer to action which promotes our non-

moral ends. Moral reasons will be contrasted with prud-

ential reasons, and will be those which appeal primarily 

or exclusively to moral ends. Prudential reasons will be 

considerations which appeal exclusively to all other ( i.e., 

non-moral) ends. 

While this may be to use ' prudent' in a somewhat dif-

ferent way than usual, I hope this does not prove trouble-

some. A prudent action will, of necessity, lack moral 

motivation, even though it may be physically the same act 

as a moral one. Since we generally think that to truly 

act morally, one must have the appropriate moral motiv-

ation, a prudent act will never be moral. We act morally 

when we act in promotion of moral ends. It is rational to 

promote whatever ends we happen to possess, be they moral 

or non-moral. 

I must confess at the outset that a different notion 

of rationality might well yield quite different results. 

I have at least two reasons for conceiving rationality in 



roughly the way I have chosen. First, it strikes me that 

this is straightforwardly the most plausible conception. 

Second, and more importantly, this conception best suits 

what I take to be interestingly at stake here. What is at 

stake for the rationality of morality, at least in this 

discussion, is the possibility of a wholly rational person 

choosing to do a morally wrong thing some of the time. We 

want to address the question whether there needs to be a 

failure of rationality, at least sometimes, in order to 

act morally. Can a person who acts always reasonably, 

be persuaded to do the right thing all of the time. 

In the interest of clarity, I should like to see the 

issue in these terms. Can any good reason be supplied to 

a person to do the right thing, given that he 7 believes it 

to be the right thing, but does not want to do it; which 

addresses any consideration apart from the satisfaction 

of his ends? Presumably, it is not one of his ends that 

the right thing be done. We might proffer moral reasons, 

but if he does not wish to be moral, why would such a 

reason be admitted? We often provide others with reasons 

to do the right thing which are sometimes heeded. Con-

sider the man who wishes to kick his grandmother down the 

stairs for the inheritance. While he accepts that it would 

be wrong, he believes also that it would satisfy many of 

his ends. It would be fun, and he would enjoy the benefits 

sooner of a substantial inheritance. We might propose any 

number of considerations in an attempt to deter him from so 



acting. We might point to the likelihood of being caught 

and imprisoned, thereby losing the inheritance altogether. 

We might remind him that his brother would be absolutely 

devastated by the death of a grandmother of whom he is so 

fond. Or, we might suggest that he could never enjoy the 

use of the money he would gain due to the resulting oppres-

sion of his conscience. Would these, however, be reasons 

at all if he did not want to avoid capture and incarcer-

ation, did not care about the heartache of that parti-

cular brother, or felt that the benefits outweigh the 

admittedly negative effects of his conscience? 

In such a case, the act's wrongness would only be a 

reason to refrain from doing it if the agent wants to 

avoid doing that which is wrong. We engage in reason-

giving, in this instance, when we attempt to convince 

another either that he has neglected to consider some rel-

evant factor, or that he has some mistaken beliefs about 

the consequences of his act. It is not unusual to try to 

convince someone that in fact acting in a certain way will 

not, contrary to his beliefs, best satisfy his ends--pro-

vide him with what he ultimately wants. It is banally 

true that much of the time, likely most of the time, one's 

ends are best advanced by acting morally. It appears how-

ever that there is little that is enlightening in cases 

where moral and prudential reasons counsel the same act. 

The more instructive cases are those in which the satis-

faction of one's desires, and the satisfaction of one's 
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duty, appear to require incompatible courses of action. 

In this context, moral action would always be rational if 

(1) contrary to appearances, there is never any such incom-

patibility. That is, that the counsels of prudence and 

those of morality always coincide. Or, ( 2) it would 

always be rational to be moral if, though morality and 

goal satisfaction sometimes counsel different courses, 

better reasons can be found to do the right thing when they 

diverge. 

One might well now ask what it is to be moral-- to do 

the morally right thing. This question too I will leave 

largely unanswered. It is my hope (and indeed my belief) 

that this endeavour can proceed without making any deci-

•sionTs about the precise contents of the morality which 

we discuss. I will assume a view that need not be far 

differeht from our ordinary notions of morality. In the 

general case, killing, raping, stealing, and lying will 

be, among other things, morally wrong. Conversely, and 

again generally speaking, sympathy, generosity and com-

passion will count among the moral virtues. But for now 

it does not much matter what the contents of the morality 

are, so long as other- regarding or disinterested consid-

erations play a central part. In addition, while it may 

or may not be that the only thing good absolutely is a 

good will 8; I will take it that the intention to do the 

right thing is, if not preeminent, then at least morally 

significant. I expect that these are not implausible 
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guidelines. 

I do accept however the possibility that without a 

better developed conception of the contents of morality, 

this endeavour cannot progress. For indeed it might be that 

judgements about the rationality of accepting moral stric-

tures cannot be made except in the context of a more or 

less worked out framework of what this acceptance would 

entail. Needless to say, I think this not the case. 

J C Thornton, however, cautions that, 

[s]urely, it will be objected, nothing fruitful 
can be said about the justification of the moral 
point of view unless it is preceded by a full 
discussion as to what is meant by this expres-
sion ... Yet sometimes an examination of the cart 
can tell us quite a lot about the sort of animal 
that pulls it. 9 

It seems to me plausible to suppose that we can come to 

some conclusions about the rational status of disinter-

ested action of a more or less recognizable nature, without 

being entirely certain exactly what we would be thereby 

committed to. However, if this is not so, my project might 

be shown to be seriously misfounded. 

With these considerations pointed to, we can proceed. 

Why would someone think that sometimes the moral act could 

be irrational? To put this very generally, we are attemp-

tiñg to defend the rationality of moral action, when it 

is opposed to prudential action. I use the term ' prudential' 

here because, ex hypothesi, the agent in this case lacks 

any sufficient moral end(s) to outweigh his desire to 
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follow the immoral course. Our conception of rationality 

is tied to how well our ends are furthered by a given action 

or course of action. How could we go about convincing a 

person who is moved only by rational considerations to do 

what is right, when this conflicts with what he, in all, 

wants to do. As I have suggested, there appear to be two 

plausible ways. We can show that there is in fact no con-

flict. We might try to demonstrate that in this case as in 

all cases, the morally right thing will best promote his 

(even non-moral) ends. Or, we can show that there exists 

some as strong or stronger reasons for doing the moral 

thing as there is for doing what will, in all, advance our 

ends. It is this second alternative that I will now con-

sider. We will return to the first in due course. 

What would it be for there to exist as good or 

better reasons to do the moral thing than the desired thing? 

We are familiar enough I expect with having a reason or 

reasons to do one thing, but having better reasons to do 

quite another incompatible thing. Reasons are the sorts 

of things that can be stronger or weaker than one another. 

Reasons also gang up, in the sense that different factors 

might be reasons for the same course of action, which can 

together make a stronger case than a single factor by 

itself. An analysis of what counts as a stronger or weaker 

reason for a given course of action will not here be 

attempted. It is enough that, at least in the context of 

actions or courses of action, the rational way to proceed 
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is that for which we have the strongest reasons. 

I take it that a reasons approach to rationality is 

both a fair way to proceed and one which simplifies dis-

cussion. We might then wonder the following. Can better 

(stronger) reasons be found to act morally when to do so 

would conflict with our desires (ends)? I will for now 

assume that such conflicts are real and often troublesome. 

It appears at least initially obvious that we sometimes 

make a genuine sacrifice in order to act morally. The 

bulk of our discussion in subsequent chapters will address 

precisely this question. First however, I should like 

to examine whether adequate reason can be given to act 

morally even given a genuine conflict. 

It is fairly natural to think that good reasons can 

be supplied for doing what we accept to be our duty. For 

example, that it would be a great evil if we failed to do 

so. Or, it might be a reason to do what I morally ought 

that others would be harmed if I failed to do it, or that 

I will have failed to provide another some benefit. Such 

reasons are commonly proposed in favour of moral action. 

But is it rational to accept such reasons? In other words, 

are the reasons which favour moral action really stronger 

than those supplied by the opposite, end- serving consid-

erations. To do one's duty in such cases would be ex. 

hypothesi, to act contrary to one's wishes. It is tempting 

to say that moral reasons, such as those we have suggested, 

should always outweigh end- serving reasons when they are in 
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conflict. This is to say that moral reasons count in 

favour of moral action--and we ought to follow moral 

reasons. Moral reasons are the ones which would appeal to 

moral ends if it were the case that the agent had any. In 

this case of course, he does not. 

The trouble is that since reasons are only such in 

the context of the ends which they serve, and since in our 

story the agent's ends are not best served by acting morally, 

it appears that these so-called ' moral reasons' are not 

reasons at all. If we act rationally only by satisfying 

our ends, it follows simply that if we lack ...a given end, 

then it cannot be that we act rationally by performing acts 

which are means to that (non-existent) end. In short, it 

is not rational to be moral if we do not possess some moral 

ends. In addition, we cannot be branded irrational for 

failing to have such ends, since it is central to our view 

of rationality that it cannot judge about ends. 

We can now describe the dilemma in terms of moral and 

non-moral ends. Our case is one where it is one's duty to 

do that which one does not, in all, want to do. He clearly 

has, in this case, some non-moral ends, since he wants to 

do otherwise. He believes that doing other than his duty 

will best serve his ends. If he has any moral ends, they 

are either inapplicable to this case, or more likely, are 

outweighed by the force of other (non-moral) ends which 

are served by doing other than his duty. A moral end, I 

presume, would be something like a desire to do the mor-
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ally right thing, or to see the right thing done, or to 

be the sort of person who does the right thing. Doing 

his duty would be irrational, given the sort of conflict 

which this story presupposes, simply because his non-

moral ends are preeminent. Given that in this instance, 

his ends are in that way ordered, his moral reasons are 

(if present at all) weaker than his non-moral ones. Since 

stronger reasons are better ones, and since rationality 

requires that we follow that course prescribed by the best 

reasons, it is rational, in such a case, for an agent to 

forsake his duty. 

A man might face such a situation, that is, one in 

which his moral duty conflicts with that which will best 

satisfy his ends. He sincerely believes that the first act 

is his duty, and that he ought to do it. It has been 

suggested that the rationality of morality can be salvaged 

by the following consideration. Can that man, in such a 

situation, still intelligibly ask why he should not do as 

he desires, given that he accepts the moral evil of so 

acting? It has been proposed that such a question would 

be meaningless. A quick out is taken by those who hold 

that for one to ask whether he should do X, he must not 

really believe that X is his duty. To turn this around, 

if we sincerely and genuinely believe that we are morally 

obliged to do X, then we cannot ask whether we should do it. 

This proposed response would certainly expeditiously 

defuse the problem. For, if there is some necessary 
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connection between accepting an act as one's duty, and 

resolving without hesitation to act so, then a reasonable 

(or any other) man would not (because could not) consider 

any alternative course. We might be mistaken about what 

is our duty, but if we cannot consider doing other than 

what we accept to be our duty, then perhaps the problem 

disappears. For, if the problem does not theoretically 

disappear, it does so at least for practical purposes. 

The only trouble with this explanation of the view 

that one cannot meaningfully ask 'why be moral?' is that 

there seems to be no particularly good reason to think 

that it is true. The view that this question is unintel-

ligible is for me a mysterious one. 1° It seems that in 

times of moral weakness (a frequent enough occurrence for 

most of us) we experience just such ambivalence. However 

we resolve such issues, it seems odd to claim that we do 

not know what our ' why be moral?' question means. It 

appears to suggest either a psychological block about the 

consideration of this question, or something about the 

meaning of the words. It is far from clear that the notion 

of moral duty in some way bars one from considering an 

opposite course. Further, as a matter of psychology, that 

people cannot consider doing that which they take to be 

immoral, seems a proposition which admits of overwhelming 

contrary empirical evidence. 

It seems to me then highly plausible that a person 

might meaningfully question whether he should do that 
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which he genuinely and sincerely believes to be his duty. 

We return to consider what manner of reasons we might supply 

such an individual. Why should one do one's duty when he 

can benefit from acting otherwise? It appears that we must 

agree with flume that one must be, in such cases, either a 

fool or a knave. 11 To do what is right must be foolhardy 

indeed. It is certainly not surprising that others would 

have you follow morality's dictates-- it is others that 

benefit by your good behaviour. But this does not seem 

to provide any kind of good reason to be good. The alter-

native appears to be to live one's life in an iniquitous 

fashion, uncaring of any moral strictures. Neither alter-

native is particularly attractive, but what is to be done? 

It should be pointed out that even if a person does 

choose to forsake his duty in a given case, we might pro-

pose perfectly respectable reasons, for him to after all 

do his duty, which might be persuasive to him. If this 

happens, then one of two thing is going on. First, we 

might be pointing out additional considerations about the 

action he has chosen of which he may not have been aware. 

We might point out that the villainous means that he has 

chosen will not in fact satisfy his ends. We may argue 

that he is mistaken in denying that the moral course will 

yield for him the best results. Second, we might be 

trying to point out that what he thinks are his ends, in 

fact are not. This would not be a case of altering, or 

attempting to alter his ends (no reason can be provided 
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to do this), rather it would be an attempt to remind him 

or help him clarify just what his ends are. 

In either case however, reasons are supplied in order 

to attempt to reconcile the counsels of his moral and his 

non-moral ends. In short, these would be attempts to 

show that there is in fact no conflict, although appear-

ances are misleadingly to the contrary. I conclude that 

at times of genuine conflict between the moral course and 

the course which I genuinely desire to take, no conclu-

sive reason can be providçd in favour of the moral course, 

short of question-begging and inadequate moral ones. 

We have considered here a situation where one's non-

moral ends are stronger than his moral ones. These are 

the cases which are, for now, of interest. In future 

chapters, unless otherwise noted, our cases will continue 

to be those where non-moral considerations are weightier 

for the agent. I recognize that if, as is often the case, 

moral considerations are weightier-- that is, the desire 

to be moral outweighs prudential considerations; then our 

conclusion would be, in such a case, quite different. For 

now, however, the case is one of genuine conflict, where 

one desires to act in a way incompatible with morality. 

In such cases we are compelled to say that the moral course 

is irrational. This is, at least initially, a worrisome 

claim, and I will have more to say about the implications 

that we might draw from such a conclusion. 

But first, we will examine a quite different course. 
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Once it is admitted that there are situations in 
which duty and interest conflict, then it follows 
that either following duty in such cases is irrational 
or self-interest is not the only ultimate justifying 
reason. 12 

I have already suggested that end-serving reasons are the 

only ultimate justifying ones. It appears then that fol-

lowing duty must be, in such cases of conflict, irrational. 

It may be however that our intuitions are just false, and 

that no conflict in fact exists between the serving of 

our non-moral ends, and the doing of the right thing. For, 

if it is the case that there is no conflict between the 

satisfaction of non-moral ends, and that of morality, then 

the moral action will in every case admit of justification 

with reference to non-moral ends. If one's moral ends are, 

in all, weightier, then it will be rational to be moral. 

More importantly, even if one's non-moral ends are weightier, 

the most efficient means to their achievement, and hence 

the rational act, will still be the moral one. This, 

since the means which advance our moral and non-moral ends 

always coincide. If such a coincidence can be shown, then 

a necessary connection between morality and reason, it is 

suggested, would be assured. 
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Perhaps a more fruitful course then is taken by those 

who hold that the rationality of moral action can be after 

all rescued by showing that there is no conflict between 

being moral and serving one's ends. Albeit that appear-

ances are to the contrary, if it could be shown that in 

all one need never sacrifice one's ends by acting morally, 

then the rationality of morality might be fairly well 

secured. It has been supposed that when there exists an 

apparent conflict between the two, either there are hidden 

benefits to acting morally, or hidden detriments to acting 

immorally. When these factors are entered into the cal-

culation, we will always find that being moral and pro-

moting one's ends, come to the same thing. 

Various such benefits and liabilities have been pro-

posed. Some have held that the efforts of our conscience, 

and the social effects of immoral behaviour, remove all 

conflict. Despite the apparent disadvantages of acting 

morally, the warm glow that we get from doing our duty is 

a benefit not to be considered lightly, and one which tells 

strongly in favour of acting so. Further, one's conscience 
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can be a cruel tyrant. If we choose to act immorally, in 

a way that appears to advance our ends, not only do we 

renounce the feeling of satisfaction which acting morally 

brings, but we face also the torments of an unforgiving 

conscience. This combination will always render the moral 

course rational, since it serves also our non-moral ends. 

Many who hold religious beliefs fear the judgement 

of God when considering any moral indiscretion. If the 

scriptures are to be believed, then God has horrific plans 

for any unrepentant sinners. However, for those who 

attend closely to God's law (which corresponds more or 

less to the moral law) paradise awaits. Given the infin-

ite nature of both the punishment and the reward, our ends 

will always be best promoted by the moral course, I hope 

I may be excused for extending little attention to such 

a view. 

There appears to be little enough reason to believe 

that God exists, let alone that He is the sort of being 

we generally suppose Him to be, and that He concurs in our 

moral views, and that He takes an interest in our affairs, 

and that He punishes and rewards our actions in the pro-

posed or some similarly extreme manner. I confess that 

should all this be the case, then this question would 

admit of re-examination. However, until some more per-

suasive evidence is introduced in His favour, I cannot 

consider the efforts of God cogent to this question. As 

to the effects of one's conscience, we should concede that 
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these must be considered in the weighing up of benefits 

and detriments when choosing how we are to act--how our 

ends are best served. In doing so, we might discover 

that we after all wish to act in the same way as the 

moral way more often than we originally expected. How-

ever, there appears to be no good reason to think that, 

in principle, and even considering the effects of our 

conscience, it could never be a rational choice to act 

immorally. People seem to be affected to varying degrees 

by their conscience. It seems not implausible to suppose 

that there are those who are only slightly affected 

thereby. We tend to take this view of hardened criminals, 

unscrupulous business people and politicians. In addition, 

if the benefits of a given immoral course are great, then 

one might come out better, in all, by ignoring duty and 

accepting a certain amount of conscience- inflicted pain. 

It seems arbitrary to hold that the benefits accrued by 

acting immorally will never outweigh the pain inflicted 

by the conscience. In practise as well as in theory, it 

appears just false that we can never, all things considered, 

best promote our ends by ill conduct. 

A similar sort of thing can be said of another det-

riment which attends moral action. We might well fear 

that if discovered, an immoral act will bring many kinds 

of disagreeable retribution upon the agent. Perhaps most 

obviously, we have laws against many acts which are immoral. 

The benefits which come from such an ethical transgression 
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could be outweighed by the fine or prison sentence which 

might accompany it. We also face, if our blackguardly 

behaviour becomes known to others, the chastisement of 

those around us, the loss of needed companionship, and 

the loss also of .the trust of others which may be helpful 

to us at future times. These are all detriments which 

should be considered in deciding whether a given course of 

action is in fact conducive to the fulfillment of our ends. 

I will have more to say later on about how our actions 

affect the way others treat us. However, for now it is 

sufficient to say again that despite the fact that these 

considerations might convince us that we will benefit 

less often than we originally thought by pursuing immoral 

courses; there is nothing here to show any sort of nec-

essary connection. There is nothing in principle, and 

apparently nothing in practice to assure us that perhaps 

secret, perhaps well considered acts might not at times 

be both immoral and personally expedient. In an often 

quoted passage, flume points to some of the benefits which 

generally come of acting morally. Yet, he observes, 

that honesty is the best policy, may be a good 
general rule, but is liable to many exceptions; 
and he, it may perhaps be thought, conducts 
himself with most wisdom, who observes the gen-
eral rule, and takes advantage of all the 
exceptions . 1 

A somewhat different approach to the reconciling of 

morality and prudence has been suggested by some, notably 
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Hobbes 2, and in recent times Kurt Baier3. They have pro-

posed that since in the absence of moral institutions 

everyone would be worse off, everyone is better off 

adhering to these moral strictures. Hence, it is for all 

rational to be moral. The major premise of this argument 

can be afforded ready assent. I take it to be something 

like trivial that everyone benefits from the existence of, 

and general adherence to moral strictures. The alter-

native ' state of nature' would, it is plausible to suppose, 

inflict on everyone a life, "solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, 

and short."4 I will not argue for this claim since, in 

the first place, it appears to be obviously the case; and 

anyway, I will argue that from it we cannot infer a good 

reason always to act morally. This is because it would 

be consistent for a rational person to accept that every-

one (including himself) is better off for the existence 

of moral institutions; but still demand reasons why he 

should not, at times, ignore these institutions. He should 

be glad that such institutions exist, and he may be wary 

never to act such that they will break down. But infre-

quent, likely secret acts of immorality, by an isolated 

agent would do no serious damage to the practice of mor-

ality generally. The fact then that moral institutions 

are valuable for all does not provide a decisive reason 

against individual acts of immorality. It may, and 

almost certainly does, limit the range of immoral acts 

for which conclusive non-moral justification can be found. 
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Grossly heinous acts, or consistently immoral behaviour 

might cause or contribute to a deterioration of society's 

moral standards, and hence might be contrary to the advan-

cement of one's ends. But it does not follow that no 

instance of immorality can be justified on such grounds. 

Yet, according to the imperfect way in which 
human affairs are conducted, a sensible knave, 
in particular incidents, may think that an act 
of iniquity or infidelity will make a consid-
erable addition to his fortune, without causing 
any considerable breach in the social union and 
confederacy. 5 

It strikes us that it is unfair for one to take 

advantage of others' adherence to moral rules by reaping 

the benefits of a society with moral principles, while 

being willing to break such rules oneself. If one were to 

accept the need for people generally to adhere to moral 

strictures, but nevertheless break them himself when 

expedient; we might well be justified in charging him with 

injustice and hypocrisy. In so doing, however, we will 

not have provided him with a reason not to do it anyway. 

Why not be a hypocrite? Why not indulge in injustice? 

Terrific moral reasons can be produced, but it is precisely 

the validity of moral reasons that is still at issue. As 

long as justice and fairness are, for these purposes, moral 

notions; appeals thereto will not provide any non- circ-

ular justification for moral activity. 

I have tried, in the above section, to outline some 
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earlier, and I think less sophisticated attempts to show 

a necessary connection between reason and morality. I 

have been, I confess, quite brief in these efforts. I 

accept what I take to be the generally held view that these 

attempts are inadequate. At any rate, I am convinced by 

the standard arguments and see little sense in a lengthy 

discussion thereof. While I would be glad to hear of 

any thoughtful attempts at their resurrection, I have 

nothing particularly novel to contribute to these issues. 

There is however, one exception. I discussed, at 

no great length, the view that since everyone benefits 

from the existence of moral institutions, we are thereby 

provided a non-moral reason to adhere to these instit-

utions. This view had its most forceful original pres-

entation in Hobbes, and has since been re-worked in 

Baier's The Moral Point of View and elsewhere. I argued, 

(fairly standardly) that while the rationality of moral 

institutions was demonstrated, we could not from that 

infer the rationality of each individual act prescribed 

by such institutions. While in this fairly crude form the 

argument has little chance of success, it is at the root 

of other arguments which bear closer scrutiny. Through 

the remainder of this chapter and the next, we will examine, 

in broad terms, three such arguments. In a sense, they are 

all extensions of a single argument, subsequent attempts 

progressing in sophistication. Each assumes a roughly 

contractarian model of morality, and all attempt to show 
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that the subtleties of social interaction are such that 

we can maximize the satisfaction of our ends only by being 

moral. This includes all of our- ends, even non-moral ones. 

The assumption which underlies each of these views is 

that in cooperative society, the ends of all, in a sense, 

stand together. That is, that one furthers one's own ends 

by promoting (with some qualifications) the ends of others. 

It has been suggested, most recently by Baier and 

David Gauthier, that our relatively simple and straight-

forward notion of prudence fails to do justice to the 

complexities of social interaction. I would like to exam-

ine the view that in some circumstances, the actions of 

others can render the prudent course of action less advan-

tageous than some other course. A class of such special 

circumstances are proposed to be found in so-called pris-

oner's dilemmas. The classic prisoner' dilemma (hereafter 

'PD') is as follows. 6 

Two men are arrested for some fairly serious crime, 

and are called upon to make a full confession. They are 

separated and told that the following table of jail terms 

will be applied. Notice that the only factor which affects 

the length of their sentence is whether either or both 

of them confess to the commission of the crime. 

B - 

confess not confess 

confess 8,8 0,10 
A - 

not confess 10,0 2,2 
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The decision grid is straightforward enough. Whichever 

combination of A and B, either confessing or not con-

fessing obtains, A will receive the first jail term 

listed (in years), B the second. Presumably if both con-

fess, then the prosecution can gain a conviction on a 

fairly serious charge for both of them. If one confesses 

and the other does not, then the one who keeps silent will 

be implicated, and will have perjured himself. He is 

therefore dealt a stiffer sentence still. As a reward, 

the one who confesses goes free. If neither confess, then 

the prosecution will be able to gain a conviction for 

each, but due to the lack of confession, only on a lesser 

charge. 

The story we tell about the values is not important. 

It is important however, to see how the prosecution has 

set this up to encourage confession. To see why this is 

so, consider A. If B confesses, then by not confessing, 

A gets 10 years. However, if he confesses as well, he 

will get only 8 years. If B does not confess, and A does 

likewise then he (A) will get 2 years. But, by confessing 

while B does not confess, A is set free. Therefore, 

whether B confesses or not, A serves two fewer years by 

confessing. It apparently most satisfactorily serves his 

ends to confess. The situation is precisely the same for 

B. For exactly the same reasons, B always does better by 

two years if he confesses, whichever course A takes. 

Given that it is in the interest of each to confess, the 
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punishments will be those found in the top left outcome, 

that is, each will serve 8 years. 

In this situation there are, for each, four possible 

results. They could go free, or they could serve 2, 8, or 

10 years. Notice that if they both make what appears to 

be the most desirable choice (the one which will appar-

ently best promote the individual's ends) each ends up 

serving only his third favoured jail term. While they 

have guarded against the worst outcome, their choice, has 

left them in a not much better position. We might think 

this simply an unfortunate feature of the way the dilemma 

is constructed--and perhaps it is. However, consider the 

result if we keep the same table of punishments, but 

change the attitude of the people facing the choice. 

Both A and B could choose the course that would be opti-

mal for the other. That is, A would not confess, since 

by doing so, whichever course B chose, B would be better 

off than if A confesses. The case is, once again, the same 

for B in respect to A's situation. So by concerning them-

selves with the wants of the other, and ignoring what 

they themselves want, both A and B will choose to not con-

fess. This being the case however, the punishments 

would be those in the bottom right corner-- each serve only 

2 years. Remember that by considering only his own ends, 

each received an 8 year term. 

This is a surprising result. For each prisoner does 

better in this case by ignoring his own ends than by con-
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sidering only his own ends. Presumably the ends of each 

are best promoted by serving as little time as possible. 

So the prudent course of action does not seem to yield 

the more favourable result. Yet, we judge the prudence 

of an action in terms of how well the agent's ends are 

satisfied. This then is the dilemma. The point of 

adopting the prudent course (that which advances best 

one's non-moral ends) is to achieve maximal good for one-

self. However, the PD suggests a situation in which the 

point of being prudent is undermined. It fails to achieve 

for the agent the greatest possible advantage. Good here 

is of course seen in terms of non-moral end satisfaction. 

Indeed, it appears that a greater good is realized by 

ignoring the prudential course, and adopting a policy of 

concern not for one's own ends, but for those of others. 

The coherence of employing prudence as a basis for rat-

ional action is challenged, It might be that prudence 

undermines itself. That is, it is imprudent, in some 

cases, to follow the dictates of prudence. 

Proponents of a view such as we are now discussing 

could be read to be saying something like this. This 

dilemma (and similar ones) can be seen as symbolic of 

activity within a society. It is inescapable that we 

interact with other members of our community. Further, 

the promoting of one's ends is a more complicated sort 

of thing in the context of social interaction. On a per-

sonal level, as well as to the community in general, 
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cooperation yields a better result for all than hostile 

competition. We might see the 2,2 outcome as the result 

of a cooperative way of proceeding. Attempts to take 

advantage of others, as does the prisoner who confesses, 

banking on the good nature of the other to not confess; 

could be a strategy which within society is ultimately 

pernicious-- even for the agent himself. It could be that 

in civil society, the ends of its members stand and fall, 

as it were, together. I do not wish to extend the ana-

logy between PD and cooperative society too painfilly 

far. While the PD has only two participants, society has 

thousands or millions. I take it, however, that there is 

some plausibility to the suggestion that social inter-

action makes a difference to the dynamics of a situation. 

There is enough such plausibility, at any rate, I suggest, 

to proceed. While I will argue that this attempt ulti-

mately fails, we will see that the roots of more soph-

isticated attempts are here found. 

At this point we are concerned that a chain of reas-

oning has suggested that prudence might, at least in some 

instances, undermine itself. This would leave moral prac-

tices on a much stronger footing rationality-wise, since 

we appear to best serve our ends by being moral. If this 

reasoning is something like correct, we might be justified 

in concluding that it is not prudent to follow prudence- -

or more baldly, that in this case anyway, the prudent 

act is not prudent. Being apparently a contradiction, 
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this conclusion is disquieting indeed. For if we have 

in fact derived a contradiction, we have derived a con-

clusion which is necessarily false. 

On the other hand, this conclusion might, as many 

have suggested, point to the self-defeating nature of 

prudent action, at least in the context of cooperative 

society. In short, that the notion of prudence in this 

context is somehow paradoxical. If this is the case, the 

argument might suggest that the serving of one's non-

moral ends is a futile effort. It might further show 

that we have good non-moral reasons for having moral ends. 

In this way we attempt to show that it is rational to 

have moral ends-- that it is rational to be moral. 

I take it that to hold that prudence is self-

defeating is to say that in order to achieve the aims of 

prudence, that is to maximize what is desirable for one-

self, it is not the case that one should act prudently. 

It appears that this argument runs roughly parallel to 

the so-called paradox of hedonism. 7 We sometimes hear 

proposed the following objection to various hedonistic 

theories. It cannot be the case that we ought to strive 

to maximize happiness, since human experience convinces 

us that striving for happiness will not render us happy--

certainly not maximally so. A quest for happiness can-

not be successful. This is because we can achieve hap-

piness only by directing our energies in some other 

direction. Happiness will come (if it comes at all) in a 
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somewhat more mysterious way. Happiness then, or so the 

argument goes, is self-defeating in this sense. It cannot 

be achieved by attempts to be happy. 

Whether this argument succeeds or not, I trust that 

the parallel between it and the troubles we are having 

with the notion of prudence is tolerably clear. In the 

same way that happiness is frustrated by specific attempts 

at its achievement, so the aims of prudence are frust-

rated by acting prudently. This argument, if successful, 

would be I suspect, very persuasive. If prudence is in 

fact self-defeating, we might be thereby provided a (non-

moral) reason to take the view that moral reasons over-

ride prudential ones. If prudential reasons fail to suc-

ceed even in their own terms-- if even prudential consid-

erations give us reason to be moral, then prudence would 

be undermined as a rational justification for action. 

Notice that this argument does not attempt to undermine 

prudence by showing that there are moral considerations 

which tell against it. Rather, it attempts to show that 

the notion of prudence as a justification for action is 

inadequate by its own standards-- that it defeats itself, 

and favours morality. 

It seems clear that there is a sense in which prudence 

is self-defeating. This is the straightforward sense in 

which our taking the prudent course ( in this case to con-

fess) will yield a result less favourable for both, than 

if both chose the altruistic8 course. Derek Parfit calls 
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this the sense in which prudence is "collectively self-

defeating"9. So if A chooses not to confess while B does 

the same, they each achieve a better result than if both 

confess. It certainly is the case that less time is 

served by the two. However, for A this is not the optimum 

outcome. For, given that B does not confess, it is still 

in A's interest to confess. In this way, he gets off 

serving no time. As always, the situation is precisely 

the same for B. While it is preferable to serve 2 years 

instead of 8 years, it is best of all to serve no time 

at all. We cannot escape the feature of the dilemma, that 

whatever B does, A is best served by confessing, and like-

wise for B. Prudence, taken as a theory of individual 

action, judging individual benefit and detriment, is not 

self-defeating. Prudence counsels that we confess, and 

individually we do better by confessing. Prudence must be 

an individual notion. This is because, as Gauthier points 

out, we should 

take for granted that the primary subject of 
action, or activity, is the individual human 
person. And I shall presuppose that it is 
primarily to the individual that we ascribe 
rationality. 10 

There is a fairly straightforward sense then, in 

which prudence is self- defeating-- it is collectively self-

defeating. " If we were choosing a collective code, some-

thing that we will all follow, prudence would here tell 

us to reject itself."1' Given that this is so, does pru-
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dence condemn itself as a justification for action, or as 

an alternative to following the dictates of morality? I 

think it quite clear that it does not. For as we have 

seen, prudence is not individually self-defeating. In PD 

whatever course one agent chooses, the other is better off 

choosing the prudential course. Therefore, the individual 

does best by acting prudently. It cannot be an indict-

ment of prudence as a reason for acting that it will not 

yield what we take to be the ' happiest' outcome, i.e., 

each serving two years. The purely prudential man will 

not consider it the best result. He (A for example) 

would find the happiest result the one where B makes the 

altruistic choice (confesses), and he makes the prudential 

choice (does not confess). Instead of serving two years, 

he serves none at all. That the other serves 10 years can 

hardly be considered a prudential consideration. The 

prudent man need not be at all troubled. 

This points, I think, to a feature of PD which occurs 

in interaction between people in the real world. A person 

appears to benefit from his own prudence, but is harmed 

even more by the prudence of others. In PD, each benefits 

from his own prudential action, but is harmed to a greater 

extent by the prudence of the other. This might often 

be the case in civil society. Is this a reason to reject 

prudence? I think not. For even if we assume that 

prudence provides a benefit to the agent, and a greater 
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harm to the other; and that altruism provides a benefit 

to the other and a harm to oneself, we still do better by 

acting prudently. If the other acts prudently, then by 

acting altruistically we take both harms upon ourself (we 

serve 10 years, for example). At least by acting pru-

dently, we get some benefit along with the harm we anyway 

incur at the hands of the other. Conversely, if the 

other acts altruistically, then we can claim both bene-

fits by acting prudently (in our case by being set free). 

This is better ( in end- serving terms) than the one benefit 

and one harm that would come of choosing altruistically 

when the other chooses altruism. 12 

Prudence, I take it, is collectively self-defeating. 

However, it is defeated only in a way that should not 

concern the prudent actor. As we have seen, prudence is 

not, nor should it claim to be, a code of conduct meant 

for the good of all. Rather it is a strategy whereby, if 

successful, one maximizes benefit for oneself. That 

prudence does not succeed in providing the best outcome 

for all should be by no means surprising. 

We can see the resolution of the apparent contra-

diction within prudence in another way. When we con-

cluded that it is not prudent to follow prudence, we had 

in mind two differing senses of ' prudent'. The two 

senses of ' prudent' are just the two that we have iso-

lated in our search for a self-defeating prudence. When 

we say "the prudent course is not prudent" (as we had 
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concluded some pages earlier) we are using the notion of 

individual prudence in the first instance of ' prudent' 

and a collective notion which we misleadingly termed 

'prudence' in its second instance. We seem to have been 

saying that the individually prudent course is not ( in 

this case) collectively "prudent"--a far less remarkable 

claim. Indeed it strikes me as altogether unremarkable 

that a course which will maximize benefit for an indi-

vidual might not maximize benefit for all. 

I conclude then that prudence does not defeat itself 

as a rational justification for acting. Recall that we 

have characterized prudence as necessarily an individual 

notion, since it is the promotion of one's own ends that 

is prudent. As a consequence, it cannot be that indiv-

idual prudence is self-defeating. That we might think of 

prudence as paradoxical is a result, it appears, of a 

confusion between the notion of individual prudence, and 

a collective notion which indeed is not prudence at all. 

If one acts so to be collectively "prudent", we might well 

conclude that he is accepting a morality--a morality of 

sorts at any rate. It is not this sort of prudence that 

we contrast with morality. It seems that we cannot yet 

rely on prudence to demonstrate the rationality of being 

moral. 

We might think however, that our treatment of PD is 

a bit simplistic. For it may seem that we have failed to 
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do justice to this program by ignoring the effects that 

our choice between morality and the promotion of our 

non-moral ends, has on others and their choices. 

There is a fairly common fallacy that we can des-

cribe in the following way. Consider a person (say myself) 

who wonders whether or not he should quit smoking. I might 

reason in this way. Smoking gives me pleasure, but get-

ting cancer brings much pain. Indeed, cancer brings 

much more pain than smoking does pleasure. We might arbit-

rarily assign a value of +10 to the utility of smoking, 

and a vatlue of - 1000 to that of getting cancer. It is 

tautologically true that I will either get cancer or not 

get cancer. I can choose either to smoke or to stop 

smoking. I might set out a decision table as follows: 

cancer no cancer 

smoke -990 +10 

quit -1000 

All other things being equal, cancer will cause a 

utility of - 1000 whether I smoke or not. Smoking will 

provide a utility of + 10 whether I get cancer or not. 

Since it is surely the case that (like everyone) I will 

will either get cancer or not, and since ex hypothesi I 

am able to choose to continue smoking or quit, and since 

both of these pairs are mutually exclusive and exhaustive; 

we can be certain that one of the states of affairs des-

cribed (one of the above results) will obtain. Straight-
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forward game theory counsels that I should smoke. This, 

because whether I get cancer or not, I am +10 better off 

smoking. If I get cancer, my suffering is alleviated 

(albeit in a small way) by the pleasure of smoking. If 

I do not get cancer, there seems no reason to forsake the 

enjoyment of smoking. 

The fallacy committed here is, I suspect, obvious. 

The decision procedure is faulty inasmuch as no account is 

taken of the causal influence of smoking on the probab-

ility of getting cancer. I presume that the decision grid 

could be made to reflect this, likely by providing the 

various probabilities, and having these range over the 

possible outcomes. But I am not so much concerned with 

making the argument work, as with pointing to the fallacy. 

Could Gauthier or Baier complain that our reasoning about 

the PD admits of the same fallacy? 

Our conclusions about PD might be skewed because, 

like the above dilemma, they do not take account of the 

effects that the actions of one chooser has on the choice 

of the other. This is not very plausible in the one shot 

decision of our case. However, if we examine the way that 

the findings of PD might relate to every day moral sit-

uations, this suggestion acquires additional plausibility. 

As members of a given community, it could be that we are 

in some sense either in good standing or not in good 

standing as moral agents. It might further be that this 

standing is in some substantial way a result of the way 
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we make such social choices, and affects the way we are, 

by others, treated. It is almost certainly the case that 

the causal link between smoking and getting lung cancer 

is responsible for the flaw in reasoning to which I have 

pointed. It could be that in much the same way, a link 

between the effects that other's choices have on our own, 

might have skewed the results of our PD discussion unfairly 

in favour of the egoist. If this is so, then a different 

way of examining interdependent social relationships might 

be called for. David Gauthier in "Reason and Maximization" 

and elsewhere has attempted to do just that. His attempt 

is to reconcile morality with rationality using a roughly 

Hobbesian contractarian approach. 

Gauthier accepts that rationality can be measured 

only in terms of benefits to the agent himself, and sees 

benefit in terms of preference satisfaction. One acts 

rationally by doing that which he believes will yield 

for him the greatest utility. 

The rationality which may be exhibited in choice 
is conceived in maximizing terms. ' A numerical 
measure is applied to the alternative possib-
ilities, and choice among them is rational if 
and only if one endeavours to realize the pos-
sibility which has been assigned the greatest 
number. The measure is associated with pref-
erence; the alternative possible states of affairs 
are ordered preferentially, and the numerical 
measure, which is termed utility, is so estab-
lished that the greater utility indicates greater 
preference. The complications of this proce-
dure need not concern us here. 13 

This is consistent with the view of rationality which we 
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have been using. We can see maximizing utility or bene-

fit as roughly equivalent to best promoting our non-moral 

ends. The attempt again, is to show that since it is by 

acting morally that we maximize the serving of our ends, 

we have even non-moral justification. for having moral ends. 

So, it would be rational in terms either of moral or non-

moral ends to be moral, because all ends are served by 

moral action. 

He wants to draw a distinction however, between 

straightforward maximization and a new notion which he 

terms ' constrained maximization!. Straightforward max-

imization (hereafter ISM') is the familiar policy employed 

by the egoist which counsels that one should, in each 

individual instance of acting, choose that course that 

will maxim±zeexpected utility for onesèf. Constrained 

maximization (hereafter ' CM') on the other hand, is a 

policy which counsels the forming of, and adherence to, 

mutually beneficial agreements. These agreements include 

our broad societal moral institutions and conventions, as 

well as agreements and understandings between and among 

smaller groups. For example, we have seen that each of 

the prisoners in PD do better when both keep silent than 

when both confess. It would seem then, that a more 

rational course than the prudent one would be for the 

prisoners to agree not to confess. Both benefit if there 

is no confession. It might appear that such agreement is 

simply a good strategy, in some cases, for one who wishes 
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to maximize straightforwardly. To see how a policy of CM 

diverges with that of SM, we refer to Gauthier's condition 

of rational action. This condition, he proposes, is nec-

essary. Sufficient condition(s) is(are) not provided. 

...a person acts rationally only if the expected 
outcome of his action affords each person with whom 
his action is interdependent a utility such that 
there is no combination of possible actions, one 
for each person acting interdependently, with 
an expected outcome which affords each person 
other than himself at least as 1great a utility, 
and himself a greater utility. 

When the choices of others will affect the utility 

of one's own action, this action is said (by Gauthier) to 

be ' interdependent'. When one's action will give the 

same utility no matter what others do, his action is, by 

contrast, ' independent'. It is Gauthier's view that in 

civil society our actions are largely interdependent, 

since the actions of others affect the utility ( for us) 

of our actions. It is in interdependent action that the 

strategy of CM is proposed to be more rational than that 

of SM, and as such provides the proper framework for 

justice. 

...it enjoins each individual to agree, that when 
others are also willing, he will refrain from 
behaviour which would directly maximize his own 
utility, when the effect of everyone refraining 
is to bring about a state of affrs with 
greater utility for each person. 

CM and SM differ in just this way. The CM will take 

part in mutually beneficial agreements, to which he 
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commits himself to adhere. Since he adheres to such agree-

ments, he is a credible moral agent. On the other hand, 

the SM will not have the opportunity to take part in 

such agreements, since he cannot be trusted not to vio-

late the agreement. The CM is ' constrained' because he 

renounces the option of violating an agreement to which 

he is party, even if (as in the case of our PD) he would 

benefit still more from violating while others adhere. 

The SM is not so constrained, but pays the price in lost 

credibility. When agreement would not be beneficial, 

both CM and SM counsel that one not take part. In this 

case, the CM strategy requires that one maximize straight-

forwardly. The SM will likely wish to take part in such 

beneficial agreements, but presumably will not be accepted 

since the other parties are provided no guarantee of his 

adherence. His untrustworthiness will make others under-

standably wary of including him in agreements, so he will 

be left out. 

CM then is a strategy which 

...is clearly intended to maximize the agent's 
overall expected utility, by enabling him to 
participate in agreements intended to secure 
optimal rjf comes, when maximizing actions per-
formed in the absence of agreement would lead 
to non-optimal outcomes.'6 

On this basis, it is held to be more rational than 

SM, since 

If we compare the effects of holding the con-
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dition of SM with the effects of holding the 
condition of CM, we find that in all those 
situations in which... [SM] ... leads to an 
optimal outcome, the expected utility of 
each is the same. 

This is presumably because in such a case agreement is 

nomore beneficial than no agreement, so the CM will act 

just like the SM. 

[B]ut in those situations in which...[SM]...does 
not lead to an optimal outcome, the expected 
utility of the SM is less. In these latter sit-
uations, a CM but not an SM can enter rationally 
into an agreement to act to bring about an optimal 
outcome which affords each party to the agree-
ment a utility greater than he would attain 
acting independently. 17 

For example, in our PD, that each prisoner is given 

2 years in jail is an optimal outcome for the prisoners. 

SM yields an 8 year term for each. If, however, the pris-

oners are CM's, they will receive the preferable 2 year 

term. Presumably if a CM is dealing with an SM, then 

the CM will not make any such agreement, since he is not 

able to trust the SM to adhere. Of course, that other 

parties to the agreement benefit is immaterial except 

inasmuch as their participation is required for the success 

of the agreement; and such participation could not be 

secured unless they too benefit thereby. 

In short, 

...since the CM has in some circumstances some 
probability of being able to enter into, and 
carry out, an agreement, whereas the SM has 
no such probability, the expected utility of 
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the CM is greater. 18 

It bears pointing out that this assumes both that the 

CM will always be able to identify other adherers, and 

that SM's will never be permitted inclusion in such 

agreements. Both of these assumptions are at best doubt-

ful. Presumably, Gauthier holds that no agreement is 

possible among SM's since it will often best serve their 

ends to break any agreement made. For this reason, no 

agreement will ever be sincerely struck, and each party 

knows this. It is not the case that agreement will always 

be possible, even among CM's. For each party to an agree-

ment, it must be that entering into, and abiding by the 

agreement will yield a greater expected utility than no 

agreement. Otherwise, it would not be rational to take 

part. Hence the condition of optimality even for others 

in the agreement. Circumstances, and the nature of other 

potential participants to an agreement will in some cases 

prevent agreement. Such a case would be, for example, 

when one has reason to suspect that others will fail to 

abide by the terms of an agreement. 

I take it that society's moral conventions can be 

seen as large-scale agreements, to which society's mem-

bers have extended at least tacit consent. It is morality 

as a framework of mutually beneficial agreements between 

and among society's members that Gauthier wishes to 

rationally justify. I take it that the following is at 
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the heart of Gauthier's argument. The CM can achieve 

all of the benefits ( in terms of expected utility) as can 

the SM, and some additional ones. That is, he can in 

some cases benefit from rational agreement with others--

a thing the SM cannot do. Our notions of justice are 

here based. Justice can in this way be derived from an 

economic' 9 view of man, and is rational because it allows 

one to maximize benefit for oneself. 

But the difference between a CM and an SM must be a 

real one. In order to retain the distinction between the 

two, the CM strategy will have to require the sacrifice 

of some benefit in abiding by an agreement, which the SM 

can claim. Otherwise, the CM is nothing more than an SM 

with a more enlightened strategy for personal utility 

maximization. It seems clear that he sacrifices (except 

perhaps in extraordinary circumstances) the option of 

breaking an agreement to which he is party. In terms of 

our PD, it appears that the CM gives up the opportunity of 

achieving his most preferred result (that of suffering no 

punishment) in order that he may claim, by cooperation, 

a two year term instead of an eight year one. This is 

the ' constraint' which the constrained maximizer accepts. 

Gauthier must hold (and does hold) that the difference 

between an SM and a CM is not simply the difference between 

a naive, short-sighted egoist and an enlightened, far-

sighted egoist. It cannot be simply the case that the 

CM is one who gives up certain present advantages that he 
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may achieve greater benefits at a later time. For this 

would mean that a CM is just an SM who is cleverer and 

more efficient. It is surely not inconsistent with the 

SM strategy to give up certain short-term goods in favour 

of greater future profit. We must be shown that CM is a 

strategy different from SM in some substantive way. 

But can Gauthier uphold the substance of this dis-

tinction? I suspect that he cannot. Keep in mind that 

for Gauthier, rationality is seen only in terms of maxi-

mizing one's own utility-- in rough terms, efficiency in 

providing for one's wants or preferences. I will claim 

that Gauthier succeeds only in showing one of the following. 

Either a person's willingness to enter into and abide by 

agreements (be a constrained maximizer) simply makes him 

a more efficient straightforward maximizer (but an SM 

nonetheless) or that the policy of CM is not rational 

inasmuch as it does not permit one to maximize his own 

utility. 

To see why this is so, we will examine what a rational 

person does in the context of the formation of an agree-

ment. It is clear that it will often be promotional of 

an agent's ends to strike an agreement, or be party to an 

agreement. In our case to agree with the other prisoner 

not to. confess, on condition that the other does not con-

fess. The constrained maximizer will abide by the agree-

ment, and if the other does likewise, each will get two 

years in jail. This is apparently preferable to the out-
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come if two SM's follow their strategy. We recall that 

they would each get eight years. We are meant to see 

that the CM can achieve all of the benefits that an SM 

can achieve, since his strategy is the same when his 

action is independent, and he can achieve more as well 

in cases like this one. But has the CM, in this case, 

acted rationally? Apparently not, for given that he is 

facing someone who will abide by the agreement, he is most 

rational to break the agreement. More rational, because 

if he breaks while the other adheres, he will get off 

entirely free, saving himself two years in jail. In 

addition, we must take seriously the possibility that the 

other will break the agreement. He may have been duped 

into thinking that the other is a CM. If this happens, 

then he ends up in prison for ten years-- the least desir-

able result. It appears to be yet the case that he should 

break the agreement by confessing. Unless it is in some 

way guaranteed that the choices will both be the same, it 

might be rational to break any agreement we make. 

One might well object, at this point, that by breaking 

agreements, we will in the longer term do ourselves much 

greater harm. Since we will lose credibility as an agree-

ment-keeper, agreements will not be made with us. Since 

we benefit by participation in agreements, we will be, in 

fact, worse off for not abiding by the terms of those we 

make. I think that the thrust of this objection is basic-

ally right, but that it does not show what it is intended 
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to show. A good case is made that the CM is not so irra-

tional as we might have originally thought. On the other 

hand, it is just at the point that this objection acquires 

some force, that the relevant distinction between SM and 

CM begins to break down. 

If the CM is rational to adhere to at least some 

agreements, it appears to be because it is important that, 

at least among those with whom we regularly deal, we be 

trusted as an agreement-keeper. This credibility is 

beneficial because it is beneficial to be party to many 

agreements, and we will not be invited to participate if 

we are known to be untrustworthy. In this way, the 

rationality of abiding by the terms of some agreements 

is fairly well shown. However, this rationality is only 

in the context of concern for one's reputation as being 

trustworthy. It does not follow that one is rational to 

be in fact trustworthy. 

Consider a case where the violation of an agreement 

will be beneficial, but could also remain undetected--or 

has some high probability of remaining undetected. It 

appears that it would be irrational to abide by such an 

agreement, since to do so would be to fail to achieve the 

full benefit possible. This since no credibility or rep-

utation is lost by violation. Further, if the benefit 

realized by breaking a particular agreement is very great, 

it might be worthwhile to sacrifice a certain amount of 

credibility in order to achieve this extraordinary advan-
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tage. Or, if we are dealing with a person or group of 

people upon whom we are unlikely to rely in future, 

there appears to be little need to be viewed as trust-

worthy. It could be that in any of these cases, agree-

ment and cooperation will yield greater expected utility 

than no agreement at all. Hence it is prescribed by the 

doctrine of CM that we should adhere to agreements made 

in these contexts. But, it seems also to be the case 

that convincing others to adhere, but violating oneself, 

will yield even ,greater utility. We can only conclude 

that in these sorts of cases, CM gives a result that is 

not optimal for himself--hence not rational. 

Remember the attempt here is to show that Gauthier's 

notion of CM either is irrational (in his terms) or comes 

to the same thing as SM. I have tried to show that in 

cases where (a) detection of agreement violation is 

unlikely, (b) the benefits of violation outweigh the det-

riments of lost credibility, and (c) violation is among 

a group with which we deal infrequently or only once (when 

we are far from home for example--say, in a strange city 

or country); adherence, even to a mutually beneficial 

agreement would be irrational, so long as violation would 

be more beneficial still. Were the CM to agree that we 

should, in such cases, violate an agreement, he would 

run seriously afoul of his own doctrine. At any rate, to 

do so would leave CM indistinguishable from SM. 

But what of the cases (doubtless common enough) 
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where it is rational to adhere to an agreement. These 

would be cases in which the benefits that would accrue 

from violating an agreement are outweighed by the det-

riments that come of being seen as untrustworthy. These 

disadvantages are not insignificant. But this is not to 

say that the disadvantages that come of being untrustworthy 

are not insignificant. It is important, apparently, in 

seeing to our ends (being rational) that we seem to be 

trustworthy. If we do, others will include us in agree-

ments which are beneficial. However, one who appears to 

be trustworthy, but is in fact not so, will be included 

in agreements; while thosewho are trustworthy, but are 

not seen to be so, will be left out. It appears then, 

that one who is rational will strive to appear to others 

as trustworthy as possible, but violate agreements when-

ever the advantages of violation outweigh the disadvan-

tages brought about by lost credibility (by the loss of 

appearance of trustworthiness). 

Seen in this light, however, the issue becomes some-

what simpler. It seems that it is not always rational to 

abide by agreements into which we have entered. It is 

sometimes rational to do so, and the way we go about 

deciding whether it is rational is vital. It appears that 

we should decide whether it is rational to violate or not 

on the basis of a straightforward utility calculation. 

It is not clear that an SM will never enter into and 

adhere to a mutually beneficial agreement. He might decide 
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that on balance, it is better to renounce the benefits of 

violating, in order that he can gain the greater benefits 

of being seen as trustworthy. But it seems implausible to 

suppose that such a calculation of benefits (expected util-

ities) will always dictate adherence. The CM no less than 

the SM is subject to the dictates of rational prudence. If 

we assume that we can balance the utilities and disutil-

ities of agreement formation and adherence with those of 

agreement formation and violation; it will sometimes be 

the case that we act rationally to do one, sometimes that 

we act rationally to do the other, and sometimes that we 

act rationally not to enter the agreement at all. If the 

CM adheres all of the time to even beneficial agreements, 

he is guilty sometimes of failing in rationality. In 

other cases, his action,and its only rational, justifi-

cation is precisely that of the SM. 

Constrained maximization is meant to be a policy of 

action that is rational and which provides some basis for 

rejecting purely prudential reasons for acting. If my 

argument is roughly correct, Gauthier's notion fails to 

meet one or other of these objectives. However, more 

recently, Gauthier has proposed a new defence of his con-

strained maximization. This is the third step in the 

progression we have been considering, and since I take it 

to be the most sophisticated and challenging, will now 

examine it in some detail. 
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I think that the similarity between our discussion 

of prisoner's dilemma, and that of Gauthier's constrained 

maximization is tolerably clear. Each relies on facts 

about the dynamics of social interaction in an attempt 

to show that even our non-moral ends are best promoted 

by following the morally right course. Reasons are being 

proposed, it seems, for one to adopt, if possible, moral 

ends. If we adopt moral ends, then it will be rational 

to be moral in order to promote those ends. These moral 

ends, it must be granted, will be instrumental to further 

non-moral ends. But by serving these moral ends we will 

always act rationally. It is rational to be moral in all 

cases, because morality best promotes our moral ends and 

our non-moral ends-- all of our ends. Being prudent (dir-

ectly promoting only one's non-moral ends) on the other 

hand, fails to optimally satisfy either our moral or our 

non-moral ends. This at least if constrained maximization 

is indeed the supremely rational strategy. I have argued 

that, as yet, this has not been shown. 

More recently, Gauthier has proposed that we can 
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resurrect the rationality of CM. His new defence picks 

up roughly where my objections (and those of others) leave 

off. Let us say (he proposes) that one is ' transparent' 

if his being a CM or an SM is easily recognized by all. 

Further, that one is ' opaque' if precisely the opposite 

is true, that is, it is impossible for another to discern 

whether one is moral or is purely self-serving. 

Central to my primary objection to the notion of 

CM is the distinction between being a CM and seeming to 

be one. I have argued that Gauthier's argument goes some 

distance in demonstrating the rationality of the latter, 

considerably less in the case of the former. The issue, 

as I see it, is one of credibility. It must be rational, 

at least in the general case, to act so that we will be 

invited to participate in beneficial societal or personal 

agreements. It seems plausible that others will be less 

disposed to accept us if we appear to be of an untrust-

worthy nature. This is not to say that others will be 

less disposed to accept us into the moral community if 

we are of an untrustworthy nature. 

However, if it is a fact about human nature or psych-

ology that people are transparent, then the two (being 

trustworthy and seeming trustworthy) for practical pur-

poses come to the same thing. If this were the case, it 

appears that CM would be the more rational strategy. For, 

given that any potential agreement-breaker could be exped-

itiously identified, none would be permitted to partici-
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pate in beneficial agreements, and could never take 

advantage of CM's. CM's on the other hand would be able 

to identify other CM's and, at least sometimes, benefit 

from cooperation among themselves. Gauthier accepts, 

however, what is patent. That is, be it happy or sad to 

say, persons are not so constituted. It is far from true 

that the moral nature of people is transparent to others. 

Further, were it the case that people are opaque, 

that is, precisely the opposite of transparent, SM would 

clearly be the more rational strategy. For in this case, 

SM's no less that CM's would be permitted participation 

in beneficial agreements. From this position, an SM could, 

with impunity, break any agreement to the detriment of 

agreement- keepers, whenever it was to his benefit. 

For both the CM and the SM the worst outcome obtains 

when dealing with an SM. But the CM would come out worst 

of all. The CM, being deceived as to the nature of the 

SM, would be taken advantage of in an agreement. In our 

story, this corresponds to the CM getting 10 years in 

prison. The SM, however, would find himself in a sit-

uation where both break any agreement made. The result is 

much like that of no agreement whatever. This result 

roughly corresponds to the top left PD outcome where each 

SM gets 8 years. Better outcomes are realized when either 

is dealing with a CM. But while better for each, it is 

still the SM that does best in this case if people are 

opaque. While the CM would be able to make an agreement 
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and have it kept, resulting in a jail term (in our dilemma) 

of only 2 years; the SM would be able to take advantage 

and get off free. Clearly then, opacity would undermine 

the rationality of CM. However, I think that we can 

agree with Gauthier that it is no more reasonable to 

assume opacity in people than transparency. 

Gauthier then argues as follows. It appears that 

transparency favours the rationality of CM, and opacity 

favours that of SM. However, it seems that we are neither 

transparent or opaque. So, if we can somehow objectify 

the degree of transparency or opacity that people have, 

we might be able to discover the point at which ration-

ality ceases to favour SM. To do this, he is obliged to 

posit values for the benefits resulting from the four 

possible outcomes. He suggests the following table: 

keeping to an agreement while other(s) break - 0 

no agreement or all break agreement - 1/3 

all keep agreement - 2/3 

breaking agreement while other(s) adhere - 1 

Of course, 1 is the most preferable outcome, 0 the 

least preferable. His argument is, as it might be expec-

ted, largely mathematical. Using the above pay-offs as 

constants, and the following variables, the calculation 

can proceed. 

These variables are necessary to attempt to objectify 

the degree of transparency or opacity. Here ' strategy' 
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refers to one's choice either of CM or SM. 

p - probability of identifying another's strategy 

g - probability of being identified oneself 

r - proportion of CM's in the population, i.e., the 
probability that a given person will be a CM 

The idea is to determine which values for p, q, and r will, 

in combination, produce cross-over points between trans-

parency and opacity, above which CM becomes the rational 

strategy. If realistic values for a given moral commun-

ity reach or exceed such a point, then CM, it is proposed, 

is truly rational. 

The utility calculations can proceed in the following 

way: 

If one is a CM, then one's average expected 
utility from interaction is 1/3, plus the gain 
from successful cooperation, [ and] minus the loss 
from being taken advantage of. Successful coop-
eration yields a gain of 2/3 - 1/3 with prob-
ability rpq (the probability that one is interact-
ing with a CM and that mutual identification 
successfully occurs). Being taken advantage of 
yields a loss of 1/3 with probability (l-r)(1-p)q 
(the probability that one is interacting with an 
SM who one misidentifies while being correctly 
identified oneself). 1 

So, for -the CM, the average expected utility is: 

(A) 1/3 + rpq(l/3) - (l-r)(l-p)q(1/3) 

If one is an SM, then one's average expected 
utility from interaction is 1/3 plus the gain 
from taking advantage of a CM. Taking advantage 
(i.e. successful violation) yields a gain of 
1 - 1/3 with probability rp(l-q) (the probability 
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that one is interacting with a CM whom one success-
fully identifies while being misidentified one-
self). 

In this case, the average expected utility is: 

(B) 1/3 + rp(1-q)(2/3) 

For Gauthier, it pays to adopt CM if and only if 

(A) is greater than (B). Simplifying, we find equivalent 

expressions to be: 

(A) q(p+r+l) 

(B) 2rp(l-q) 

Employing these formulae, we find that CM becomes rational 

at ( for example) the following points: 

p q r 

.7 .7 .75 

.7 .8 .462 ( 6/13) 

.8 .7 .636 ( 7/11) 

.8 .8 .333 

While further value combinations are producible, this 

abbreviated table serves to give one a rough idea of 

Gauthier's way of proceeding. At any rate, it is not the 

calculations or the mathematics to which I will primarily 

object. As an example though, if I am able to identify 

the strategy of another 7 times out of 10, and I will be 

correctly identified 7 times out of 10, and the population 

is 75% CM's then it will be rational for me to be a CM. 

If Gauthier's framework is well-founded, and if the correct 
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values for p, q, and r in our society give a larger value 

for (A) than for (B), then in our society CM is the rational 

strategy. Agreements are here meant to include society's 

moral conventions and institutions. Since to adhere to 

one's agreements is to adhere to morality's strictures, 

the CM is meant to be the moral individual. Hence if CM 

is rational, then the rationality of morality is also 

demonstrated. 

Before I proceed to the heart of my objection, I 

should like first to point to the entirely arbitrary 

nature of his value assignments. It appears to be well-

nigh impossible to tell whether the figures which Gauthier 

proposes as outcome utilities are in any sense reason-

ably related to the satisfaction of one's ends. Even if 

we did have some tolerable indication that the figures 

are realistic (and I am quite at a loss to speculate what 

such evidence would be like) we have no way of knowing 

whether the corresponding necessary values for p, q, and r 

are achieved or achievable for individuals and/or for 

our social organization. It is disturbing that Gauthier's 

utility constants are so unashamedly arbitrary. Further, 

his presumption that these figures are in anyway related 

to the situation within a community appears to be at best 

an article of faith. 

This consideration, I feel, leaves us with little 

reason to think that CM has been, or can be, justified 
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rationally. However, my objections to this framework run 

much deeper. Even if it is the case that Gauthier's 

values are realistic; and that realistic values do, using 

the method that Gauthier suggests, yield for everyone the 

rationality of CM, its case would be by no means made. 

I fear that the project is, at a basic level, seriously 

misfounded. 

First, it should be pointed out that Gauthier might 

have some difficulty explaining how, in the first place, 

there got to be CM's in the population. In order for 

it to be rational to adopt CM oneself, there must be a 

certain relatively large number of CM's already present. 

How did already existing CM's come to adopt this strat-

egy? It cannot be that there was a simultaneous choice 

by vast numbers of people to adopt CM. This because, at 

the time of the choice, there were no CM's and no way of 

knowing how many would choose to adopt this strategy. As 

a result, the choice of CM would not have been rational 

for any of the population. If CM was chosen, as it were, 

by people one at a time, the choice to adopt CM would 

have been irrational for everyone who chose CM before the 

requisite proportion of the population had done likewise. 

For example, if an r value of . 5 is required in a society 

of 1000 to rationally justify CM, then it would be rational 

to choose CM only after 499 others had irrationally chosen 

CM. Either way, we must assume that for there to be CM's 

in the population at the time we make a choice, a profound 
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number of these must have themselves chosen irrationally. 

If the point of CM is to allow one to be supremely rational, 

it seems odd that it was, at least by many of those who 

came before us, chosen despite that it was, at the time 

of choosing, irrational. 

In addition, his use of average values for p and q 

are liable to objection on the following level. Gauthier 

appears to assume that the values for p and q are the same 

for all. That is, the probability of successfully iden-

tifying the strategy of another, and that of being success-

fully identified oneself are values which are constant 

for all members of a given moral community. But is this 

really so? Both CM's and SM's benefit from being thought 

of as CM's. Therefore, if rational, all people will do 

their best to appear to follow CM. I suppose that differ-

ent people are, to varying degrees, capable of discerning 

the moral strategy of others. This suggests the possibility 

that while a good predicter might be more rational to 

choose CM, one who is easily deceived (the good-natured, 

trusting sort) might be better off, depending on other 

values, being an SM. This is because, as a CM, he would 

be deceived and taken advantage of more often than others. 

For such a person, the value of p would be relatively 

small. It could be that for him, the utility of cooper-

ation which he would be afforded as a CM is outweighed by 

the disutility that would come of being more often deceived. 

It is further reasonable to assume that different 
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people will be, again with varying degrees of success, 

able to deceive others as to his strategy. For a person 

who is particularly adept at making others believe that 

he is an CM, it might be rational (again depending on 

other values) to do so while following the SM strategy. 

Even if for many others it is rational to be a CM, for 

this person, the benefits derived from taking advantage 

of others would be greater, since he would be in a pos-

ition to take advantage more often. It might be that 

these benefits outweigh the detriments that would come 

of a somewhat reduced opportunity to benefit from coop-

eration. It seems that unless it is in principle imposs-

ible for one to be so easily deceived, or such a good 

deceiver as to justify the SM strategy; it is the case 

that SM could be rational for some, while CM is rational 

for others. As long as each wishes to find out what is 

personally rational, the values for p and q which apply 

to different individuals might result in different rational 

strategies. It would be mistaken to take cross- societal 

average values for p and q, since this theory intends to 

rationally justify for each individual the strategy of CM. 

That this framework might counsel different strategies for 

different people must be troubling for Gauthier. In 

"Reason and Maximization" he points out that 

[i]t is the individual who is rational, but qua 
rational, one individual is the same as anotliii. 
Hence any answer to this question must be the 
same for all persons: What one person must do 
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in virtue of being rational, is to be charac-
terized in the same way as what any other person 
must do, in virtue of being rational. 2 

We might also wonder about the values which Gauthier 

has chosen as utilities for the various outcomes. Aside 

from the obviously arbitrary nature of the value assign-

ments, we might question the values on the following 

level. His assumption appears to be that the loss which 

is felt by those taken advantage of, is the same as the 

gain enjoyed by the person taking advantage. But there 

seems to be no good reason to think that this is so. If 

a beggar steals a hundred dollars from a millionaire, 

surely the gain which the thief enjoys is greater than the 

loss which the victim suffers. Different goods are more 

and less important to different people. The loss of the 

same benefit may be less distressing for one person than 

for 

ity 

the 

another. Indeed it seems that if there is an equal-

at all between the utility of the loss, and that of 

gain from a given crime, it is simply the result of 

coincidence. In the context of Gauthier's framework, it 

is not altogether clear in which direction this diffi-

culty skews the results. It is clear however, that the 

results are not quite right because of this. 

Let us attempt to put this discussion back into some 

more concrete perspective. The strategies of CM and SM 

diverge in just this way. While both see the virtue of 

making beneficial agreements, the CM will never break an 
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agreement (at least not one with another CM) even if doing 

so will result in greater benefit still. Conversely, the 

SM will always break such an agreement if the benefit so 

achieved will be greater than that of adhering. In rough 

terms, the CM corresponds to the morally just man, inasmuch 

as moral strictures can be seen as agreements between and 

among his society's members which are for all parties bene-

ficial. There will be times when to contravene a moral 

requirement will be (it appears initially) of benefit to 

an individual. The CM (moral man) will refrain from such 

an indiscretion and abide by society's moral conventions. 

The SM will violate any moral stricture when doing so will 

result in some greater personal gain. 

The SM strategy is straightforward enough. In every 

case, do that which will maximize one's own expected 

utility. The CM strategy is a bit more complicated. 

When dealing with one who he takes to be a CM, the CM 

will first calculate to decide whether agreement is, for 

him, more beneficial than no agreement. If it is not, then 

no agreement is struck. If agreement is beneficial, then 

he will join in and will not violate the agreement. The 

CM, when dealing with one he takes to be an SM, will not 

make an agreement. The SM will take part in beneficial 

agreements if permitted, but presumably this could only 

happen if he is misidentified. It is tempting to suggest 

that the CM might enter an individual pact with an SM, but 

bewilling to violate if beneficial. Gauthier is -not clear 
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on this point, but it seems that, unless it is for both 

more beneficial to keep than to break such an agreement, 

there is little in it for the CM. Since the utility of 

both violating is assumed to be the same as that of no 

agreement, the CM can do no better than keeping out of the 

agreement. It also seems that being prepared to violate 

an agreement is evidence of an insincerity which is not 

compatible with our view of the CM as a good or moral 

man. However, I will have more to say about the treat-

ment of SM's by CM's later. 

The relevant difference then, between the SM and the 

CM (moral person) comes when breaking an agreement to 

which all have agreed or would agree is beneficial to the 

agent. The only way that CM could benefit the agent in 

that case is by the effects which his strategy has or 

will have on the way others treat him. I can think of 

at least two ways in which this might be so. While sug-

gestive, Gauthier's account does not make clear which 

is meant. 

It might be the case that, in abiding by the agree-

ment, one will get a reputation as a good or moral person. 

He will be trusted with participation in further agreements. 

Other members of the moral community will become aware of 

who the agreement-keepers, and who the agreement-breakers 

are. Being a CM (an agreement-keeper) is more rational 

because we will be invited to participate in enough addi-

tional beneficial agreements to outweigh the negative 
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effects of occasionally being deceived and taken advan-

tage of. While the SM gains some from taking advantage 

of others, this circumstance will become increasingly 

rare since his agreement-breaking will result in decreas-

ing participation in such agreements. Again, the pre-

sumption is clear. It is that the SM's reduced oppor-

tunity to take advantage of others will decrease the bene-

fits therefrom to the point where he comes out, in all, 

worse than the CM who can benefit from cooperation. 

But if this is the conception that Gauthier proposes, 

then our earlier argument against "Reason and Maximization" 

will once again tell. For it appears that the SM strat-

egy is being misrepresented. The SM strategy is just this. 

The SM will choose the course which will, of all possible 

courses, yield for him the best expected outcome. Here 

best refers to that which will maximize the satisfaction 

of his wants or preferences. However, if the framework 

is as I have suggested, and the SM's agreement-breaking 

will result in diminished future benefits (due to the effect 

it will have on the behaviour of others toward him); then 

it seems that such an instance of agreement-breaking would 

not truly be in keeping with the SM strategy. As long as 

the future consequences of a given instance of agreement-

breaking are more dire than the advantage gained by doing 

so, the agent has not straightforwardly maximized his own 

utility. 

If the reason that CM is more rational is that the 
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SM prejudices his own treatment by other of society's 

members with his agreement-breaking behaviour; then the 

comparison has been unfairly made. It is hardly a remark-

able observation that those who indiscriminately break 

society's moral conventions will be generally looked down 

upon, and will be in all worse off for it. It is some-

thing short of contentious that the moral man will be 

better off than the barefacedly wicked man. It has yet 

to be shown that he will do better than the selectively 

wicked individual. 

A more plausible reading of this view might be that 

the SM does in fact do what will best promote his ends. 

It is not simply his past actions that prejudice others 

against him. In addition, and in some significant way, 

there must be something about his amoral nature which can 

be, to some extent, discerned by others. It is vital to 

this view of the question that the reason the SM is not 

trusted, is that others are able to see his untrust-

worthy nature by means of considerations which include 

some that are not past instances of immorality. For, if 

it is purely past acts that have caused the individual 

to lose benefits, we can conclude that those acts were not 

those of an SM. Rather, such a person would be a short-

sighted, unenlightened and somewhat foolish egoist. 

It might be that persons who have the disposition to 

take advantage of others in social contractual situations 

can be with some accuracy identified. At any rate, it 
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appears that Gauthier needs to show something like this 

in order to salvage the rationality of CM. I take it then 

that the most reasonable position open to Gauthier is this. 

Anyone who is not a CM (hence not a moral man) will 

lack a roughly identifiable disposition toward moral (agree-

ment-keeping) action. Conversely, moral persons (CM's) 

will be, again in a rough way, identifiable by some clues 

which point to this disposition. The immoral man is 

distinguished not just by his immoral behaviour, but also, 

and to a significant extent, by his immoral disposition 

or nature, the evidence for which comes in the form of 

some factors other than his intentional behaviour. 

We can, at this point, say more about the CM. First, 

he cannot violate an agreement to which he is party, at 

least when dealing with other CM's. It is at the core of 

Gauthier's argument that always cooperating (constraining 

one's maximizing behaviour) is most rational. We will 

later discuss the treatment of SM's by CM's. As a result, 

the CM's adherence to an agreement is guaranteed by his 

participation in that agreement. 

Second, it must be that the CM disposition is one 

which is not easily renounced. This is because the exist-

ence of this disposition to moral action will not be a 

particularly credible indication of the trustworthiness 

of an agent if it can come and go with relative ease. It 

appears that unless this disposition is to some degree 

unshakeable, the rationality of adopting it is lost. If 
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it were possible to easily alter one's disposition, it 

would be rational, in some cases to do so. It would be 

to one's advantage, in at least isolated instances, to 

renounce one's CM disposition, commit an immoral act--

violate an agreement; and then re- adopt CM. But it is 

Gauthier's attempt to rationally justify refraining from 

immorality. If it is both possible and more rational to 

act immorally ( in an agreement-keeping way) then this 

attempt has failed. 

It is also important that the CM not be able easily 

to alter his disposition for the following reason. If it 

were the case that one could alter one's disposition from 

CM to SM and back again with anything like ease, this 

would presumably be a state of affairs of which all would 

be aware. This being so, it would be generally known 

that while a CM will refrain from breaking society's agree-

ments, any CM might (particularly if he is rational) adopt 

SM in isolated instances and exploit the adherence of 

others. It appears that if this were the case, then not 

even a CM could be or would be trusted. Without the 

greater opportunities afforded by being trusted, the CM 

loses his advantage over the SM. Indeed, the SM would 

have the superior strategy if he were no less credible. 

Once again, in order to defuse complaints about irration-

ality, it appears that we must assume minimally that it 

is an involved sort of process to alter one's disposition 

in this way. 3 It must, however, be possible to become a 
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CM, if one is not such already, and this decision must be 

freely taken. Otherwise, there can be little point in 

showing the rationality of CM. I will assume that all 

are able to adopt CM, but are able also to choose SM. 

Given the nature that this disposition would seem to 

have to give the CM, we can wonder first whether such a 

thing is present or possible in people. It appears that 

we do sometimes identify a moral disposition in others. 

Some people are good-natured, attentive when spoken to, and 

adopt a concerned and sympathetic expression when hearing 

of another's misfortunes. Others seem to go through life 

wearing a scowl, and looking hesitatingly or with sus-

picion upon others. We often (at least in literature) 

learn of the villain having ' shifty' eyes. While I pre-

sume that we can rule out the evidence of physiognomy as 

indication of a moral or an immoral disposition, I suppose 

it possible that bearing, facial expression, tone of voice, 

various bodily movements and other clues might provide 

some evidence of an individual's either having or lacking 

a moral disposition. We must assume that one acquires these 

traits as he adopts the moral disposition, and that he 

carries whatever traits are involved in a generally more 

sincere fashion than can be feigned by an SM. 

Before we can proceed to my substantive objections 

to Gauthier's view, it will be necessary to say something 

more about the CM and his disposition. It is central to 

Gauthier's theory that it is rational to adopt CM. Given 
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a choice between CM and any other strategy, it is CM 

that will result in maximal benefit for the chooser. I 

have tried to show that it cannot be the case that an SM 

can consistently choose to act such that future advantages 

will be prejudiced by the bad opinion that such acts would 

engender in others. Doing so would be to fail to be an 

SM. In order then to keep the distinction clear between 

the CM and the SM, it is important to show that the CM 

benefits not simply by acting in a certain way (an agree-

ment-keeping way) but rather that he benefits by adopting 

this disposition. He benefits from this adoption because 

he will be able thereby to participate in more of society's 

mutually advantageous contracts. Therefore, the choice to 

adopt CM comes to the same thing as a choice to program 

oneself to moral action. It cannot be a choice, case by 

case, always to act morally. 

Although Gauthier is not clear about this, it seems 

that we might conceive the difference between the CM and 

the SM in the following way. The SM will examine the util-

ities which face him on a case by case basis. In each 

individual instance, the course he chooses will be the one 

which will yield for him the greatest expected utility. 

The CM, however, does not, at least when party to an agree-

ment, consider the individual circumstance. While he will 

weigh the utilities when deciding whether to take part in 

an agreement, once he has decided that the agreement is 

beneficial, and he has agreed to its terms, then he will 
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not consider the utility of violating or adhering. 

One cannot be disposed both to cooperate with 
one's fellows, and to maximize one's utility 
given one's expectations of their behaviour. 
For the latter involves being disposed to take 
advantage of one's fellows rather than genuinely 
to cooperate with them. 4 

It appears that Gauthier sees an inconsistency between 

cooperating behaviour and calculating behaviour. I get 

the impression from this passage that with his strategy, 

the CM also adopts a certain cooperative spirit. Perhaps 

this happens necessarily, due to the nature of CM itself, 

One cannot, in some sense, both have this cooperative 

spirit, and weigh the utilities of violation and adherence. 

Notice however, that the CM is capable of calculating 

utilities when judging whether to take part in an agree-

ment. Gauthier is very careful to talk about the con-

ditions which must hold before participation in an agree-

ment is justified. Undoubtedly he does not expect that 

the CM will ally himself with every agreement offered him. 

So, it is clear that some weighing up must go on at that 

point. It is odd that CM appears to demand that one cal-

culate utilities prior to agreement, but forbids one to 

do so after agreement is struck. 

We have now drawn, I think, an adequate picture of 

the notion of constrained maximization, and the nature of 

the constrained maximizer. We can now return to my crit-

icisms. I earlier attempted to point to the limitations 
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which this view has. Ipointed to the fact that, if there 

were fewer than enough CM's in the population at a given 

time, it would not be rational for anyone to adopt that 

disposition. This means that, unless people in large num-

bers act, or have acted irrationally; it will never anyway 

be rational to adopt Gauthier's strategy. In addition, 

it appears that since values for p and q will not be the 

same for all, that the rationality of CM might only apply 

to some, but not all people. These considerations indic-

ate that the applicability of this view is by no means uni-

versal. It is not a strategy that can be rationally held 

by anyone, or at all times. For a moral theory, I take 

this to be a profound drawback. 

The problem of the limited scope of the theory, 

coupled with the intolerably arbitrary character of the 

value assignments leaves a theory with serious initial 

troubles. Gauthier is left with difficulty relating his 

formulae to any practical view. It will be my contention 

however, that this framework admits of rather more serious 

problems than these. We have discussed briefly the nature 

of the CM disposition. It is the acquisition of this dis-

position that is meant to be rational. 

I think it necessary however, to look- more deeply at 

the nature of the cooperative spirit which comes from the 

disposition to CM. That the doctrine of CM forbids (at 

least in agreement with other CM's) the calculating of 

benefits is clear enough. It is also clear that, being a 
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disposition, this comes to more than simply a decision, 

case by case not to violate. It seems that there is a 

sense in which it does not occur to the CM to calculate-

that his adherence is, we might say, automatic. But what 

exactly does this come to? It is worth examining just 

what effects the CM disposition has on the CM himself. We 

are tempted to say that while the CM disposition leaves 

one unwilling to calculate about, or violate an agreement, 

we wish perhaps to stop short of holding that he is unable  

to do so. Surely there is some free choice remaining for 

the CM, despite the fact that he will not exercise it. I 

am not convinced, however, that this free choice does not 

rob him of rationality. 

Is it possible for a CM to violate an agreement a 

small number of times (or once) without loss of credibility-

without losing any opportunities to participate in future 

agreements? If he could, then CM would be irrational in 

its demand that one always adhere. This is because it 

would be more rational to be just like a CM (have the CM 

disposition), but take advantage of extraordinary circum-

stances to violate. It must be then, that the CM loses a 

certain amount of credibility (actually reduces his agree-

ment forming opportunities) if he ever violates. It must 

further be that the loss of benefit from this loss of 

opportunity is as great or greater than the gain resulting 

from the violation. In order for it to be always rational 

to adhere, it must be shown that it is in principle impos-
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sible for the gain from violation ever to exceed the loss 

from reduced opportunity to make agreements and benefit 

thereby. But what if the benefit from violation is extra-

ordinarily large? How could adherence be justified in this 

case? We might suggest that the larger the benefit, the 

more the effects of our conscience will prey upon us. 

Others will be able to recognize this state to the degree 

that we have benefitted, that is, to the extent of our 

crime. This appears, however, a dubious assumption. While 

it is usually the case that a larger crime will result in 

stronger feelings of guilt, it is not at all clear that 

the guilt feelings are in proportion to the benefit which 

we claim. This, particularly since the blameworthiness 

of an act (the source of our conscience troubles) is not 

always proportional to the benefit which one claims from 

the act. It is still less clear that the physical mani-

festation of that guilt will be apprehended by others in 

proportion to the benefit claimed. 

In all, I see no reason to suppose that it might not 

be more rational for the CM to occasionally violate. Our 

only alternative is to hold that the CM is not irrational 

for not violating because he is incapable of violating 

his agreements by the force of his CM disposition. Such 

a strongly deterministic conclusion is, I take it, unac-

ceptable. But is is avoidable? I am left to conclude that 

unless it is in principle impossible for the benefits of 

violating to outweigh the detriments of lost credibility 
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of the sort which manifests itself physically (and there 

seems no reason to think that this is in principle  

impossible) then CM is not the supremely rational strategy. 

If there is a failure in rationality by the CM because of 

his disposition, then it cannot be that we have success-

fully grounded morality (as constrained maximization) on 

reason. 

It might be objected that the choice of CM is rational, 

because, over all, we do best by its adoption. One who 

considers violation, or is willing to violate, is not a 

CM, and hence would not be in this favourable position in 

the first place. This assumes that anyone who can break 

an agreement, or who can consider breaking an agreement, 

will not have the roughly identifiable disposition to CM. 

It is true that someone who violates an agreement is not 

a CM. I argue that such a person is more rational than a 

CM. This being the case, CM cannot be the supremely ratio-

nal strategy. But there may be something to the complaint 

that this person would not be invited to participate in 

beneficial agreements so often, and so will not be in the 

position to benefit from violation. 

This point recalls our discussion of the cooperative 

spirit which the CM disposition instills. Remember that 

we concluded that the CM does not calculate utilities after 

an agreement has been made. Due to his cooperating nature, 

he is unwilling to question whether to break his agree-

ments. Central to this issue, though, is whether the CM 
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is unable to violate or consider violating, as well as 

being unwilling to do so. What is at stake here is the 

nature of the disposition. Can one have the CM disposition 

and yet be able ( if unwilling) to calculate or violate, or 

is it the case that if we are able to violate or consider 

violating, then we do not have the disposition One or 

the other of these clearly must be true. I will address 

the former possibility first. 

If it is the case that the CM is able to consider 

violating an agreement, but is unwilling; then he is being 

consistent with his CM strategy. However, if this is the 

case, it must also be that one can violate or consider 

violation if one chooses, and still be roughly recognizable 

by others as a CM. It seems that an ability to violate 

does not remove whatever attributes identify one as a CM 

in the eyes of others. Given that one can still be a CM 

(with the advantage of credibility perhaps somewhat les-

sened) while being able to violate, we can only conclude 

that our objection above is after all valid. Since there 

seems to be no reason why, in principle, the detriments 

of lost credibility will always outweigh the benefits of 

violation, it appears that it will be rational sometimes 

to do so. If a CM is able to violate (his unwillingness 

notwithstanding) he is irrational not to do so in such a 

case. But ex hypothesi, the CM will not violate. There-

fore, given that a CM is able to violate or consider vio-

lation (even though he is unwilling to violate) without 
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losing his CM disposition, the CM is, in cases as above, 

irrational. For Gauthier this will not do at all. It is 

vital that the CM be at all times rational. It must be 

then that the opposite is true, and that the CM is unable 

to violate or consider violating. 

If it is the case that the CM is unable to consider 

violation (since if one did so he would not be a CM and 

would not be identified as such), then he would be in a 

position to keep agreements and benefit by so doing. The 

ability to violate or consider violation will be apparent 

to others, and would bar one from the trust of the com-

munity. Having the CM disposition is incompatible with 

even considering breaking an agreement. If this were the 

case, we could not charge the CM with being irrational, 

since reason cannot insist we do that of which we are 

incapable. This would mean that the CM disposition is a 

powerful force indeed, in that it renders people unable 

to break, or consider breaking their agreements. For if 

it does not so compel them to adherence, then it would be 

possible both to have the CM disposition (and be recog-

nized as such) and be able to violate. If one is able 

to violate, then it is rational to do so, at least some-

times. Since the CM will not violate, he is irrational, 

because he fails to do that which is rational. Anyone 

who can consider breaking would presumably be identified 

as lacking the CM disposition, and would be treated accord-

ingly. Unfortunately, if this is the case, then I am 
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afraid that there are few if any CM's in existence. For 

the CM is a. person whose disposition in some sense compels 

him to moral (agreement-keeping) action. The problem is 

that there does not seem to be any such people around. If 

everyone who (however unwilling) is able to calculate and 

violate is 

be seen as 

violate is 

an ability  

seen as not a CM, then probably everyone will 

not a CM. We can agree that a willingness to 

inconsistent with CM, but it appears now that 

to violate is also in this way inconsistent. 

Unless he cannot but will to adhere, then the CM's unwill-

ingness to violate, except in extraordinary circumstances, 

must be irrational. While I suppose it possible that the 

CM disposition does not cause this inability, it is enough 

for our purposes that there is an incompatibility between 

having the CM disposition and being able to break or con-

sider breaking an agreement. 

If this is the case, then the CM is a humanly improb-

able specimen, There appears no way that there can ever 

be enough of such individuals (a high enough value for r) 

to satisfy Gauthier's formulae. But if the CM is not this 

sort of person, then he is quite simply irrational at times. 

I take it that, to be rational, the CM must have such a 

nature, and that this constitutes an absurd consequence of 

Gauthier's framework. I do not suppose that anyone can 

choose to be so determined or compelled to moral action as 

the CM apparently must do. Anyone who has such a mental 

block must be a human oddity--a psychologically fascinating 
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study. Lacking this remarkable quality, however, the 

CM is irrational. 

But there is another, perhaps more serious diffi-

culty with the way that Gauthier has set up his formulae. 

It seems obvious enough that in some cases, it would be 

rational even for a CM, to violate an agreement to which 

he is party. At least, I have argued, this would be if 

he were capable of so doing. The above proof depends, for 

its force, on there being circumstances of this sort, even 

for the CM. Such a case would be an instance of immorality 

which is nevertheless personally beneficial. It is such 

cases, I have suggested, that render CM irrational. We 

might wonder, however, how the existence of such rational 

acts (apparently so damning to the notion of CM) is recon-

cilable with Gauthier's arithmetical framework. Recall 

that his figures seemed to indicate that CM is the opti-

mally rational strategy. I believe that the required 

explanation will also serve to show where Gauthier went 

fundamentally wrong in his calculations, and provides per-

haps the most persuasive objection to his notion of 

constrained maximization. 

How can it be that there are cases in which some 

larger benefit can be gained by agreement violation than 

by adherence, even for the CM. These are cases where it 

is a faililt'e in rationality to adhere toan agreement. 

But if there is a failure in rationality, how can the 

mathematical formulae have shown the supreme rationality 
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of CM? Surely the existence of such circumstances is at 

least compatible with there being adequately large values 

for p, q, and r. The source of the problem, I will argue, 

comes in the use of average values for the assigned util-

ity outcomes. We have already seen that the values for 

p and q could vary from person to person. 

In addition, it is surely the case that the various 

payoffs will also vary from case to case. For example, 

take the utility accrued by violating an agreement to 

which others adhere. Gauthier has as a "simplifying 

assumption" that violating in such a case provides on 

average 4/3 the expected utility of adhering to that agree-

ment. Even if this were so, it seems clear that the bene-

fit from some cases of violation will be much higher. For 

such cases it might be rational to violate (given requisite 

values for p, q, and r) even if the average benefit from 

violation were not so, due to the detriments involved in 

the loss of credibility. If the assumption is that no 

payoff from violation will be greater than the average, 

(and hence none less) then the figures might be oUsome 

value. However, it is plain that the payoff for some 

violations will be above, on occasion well above, the ave-

rage value used. We can see how this same difficulty 

infects each of the other three ' simplified' utility out-

comes. 

The problem I see here is that Gauthier has justified 

CM as a moral strategy by using average values for all of 
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the utility constants. However, it appears that the policy 

of CM is not defensible on these grounds, since in indivi-

dual cases, probabilities and utilities which are above or 

below the average might show the rationality of violation. 

It appears that one will do better than a CM, by adopting 

the CM disposition, acting like a CM most of the time, but 

exploiting exceptional circumstances. Even if it were the 

case that correct average values yield the rationality of 

CM, it does not follow that CM is counselled in all cases, 

or as an unshakeable strategy. It seems that at best his 

formulae might serve to test the rationality of a part-

icular choice between adherence and violation. If this 

is so, it would likely be more helpful to the SM who 

judges utility on a case by case basis. Unfortunately, 

due to the unjustifiably arbitrary character of the figures 

employed, it is difficult to see how this framework could 

be of use to anyone. 

Once again it may be objected that the average values 

are valid and that the CM does best after all because it 

is only by giving up such extraordinary advantages that 

the CM can claim the greater advantage of being included 

in such agreements in the first place. He would not be 

included in these if he were willing ever to violate them. 

But, as I argued earlier, this assumes an incompatibility 

between having the CM disposition (and being seen as having 

it), and being able to calculate or violate. If there is 

not such an incompatibility, then the CM will be able to 
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violate agreements, although he is unwilling to do so. 

Admittedly, there may be some loss of trustworthiness invol-

ved in violation or even in considering violation, but 

there seems no reason to think that the benefits which come 

of violating will never outweigh these. To fail to take 

advantage of such opportunities (as the CM must) is to fail 

to be rational. 

On the other hand, if there is this incompatibility 

then it truly will be the case that the CM will be the only 

one to benefit from cooperation in agreements. However, 

this would render the CM a strange character indeed. For 

he would be the sort of person who is unable to consider 

violating an agreement, or any moral stricture. If there 

are any such people, it is clear that there are very few. 

I conclude then that CM is a strategy which is not, as 

Gauthier had hoped to prove, rational. This because the 

only rational conception of a CM is either plainly false 

(as a conception of human behaviour) or which restricts 

the class of to include, most likely, no one. 

While I have proposed a number of objections to 

Gauthier's framework, there are other aspects to his view 

to which one might object. It seems clear, for example, 

that the notion of justifying moral action on only per-

sonal end-promoting grounds, leaves a morality which ill-

corresponds to our ordinary reactions, While I am not 

convinced that I am here saying anything decisive, it 
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could be that an attempt of Gauthier's sort misses the 

point. It seems to be just false that when we do what we 

think is right, we always believe that it will ultimately 

be to our advantage. Whether we in fact ever sacrifice 

to be moral, it appears that we anyway believe that we do 

and accept the sacrifice. Gauthier provides self-seeking 

reasons to be moral. However, it has been observed by many 

that this is a motivation which is plainly inappropriate. 

It is the wrong kind of motivation, and not just the mor-

ally wrong kind. It may be that as a motivation, it mis-

describes the agent's reasons when coming to a decision 

about acting or failing to act morally. I suppose it 

could be the case that people often act morally, and with 

a suitably moral motivation; and that morality is never-

theless, in his egoistic sense, rationally defensible. It 

strikes me as untenable, however, that we could be so 

systematically confused as to think that we are truly sac-

rificing to act morally, and that morality comes to some-

thing more than serving one's own ends; when in fact the 

dictates of morality and the serving of one's ends come to 

the same thing. 

Another, but perhaps related objection has to do with 

the range of activity over which Gauthier's view extends. 

If it might be that this view poorly describes our every-

day notion of why we act morally, it appears that it fur-

ther fails to do justice to the complete range of moral 

judgements we commonly make. I wonder, for example, 
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whether a CM should be moral to a drowning SM. Except in 

extreme cases, it is our usual view (it is my view at any 

rate) that we should save a drowning person, and wonder 

about his nature later. Even if he is not altogether a 

moral person, we nevertheless, it is thought, have a 

moral obligation to save his life. How could Gauthier 

account for this presumed obligation? I assume that if 

the CM in question were to judge that it was likely an SM 

that was drowning, to save him would be to be taken advan-

tage of. It is not entirely clear how this story accords 

with the kind of description we want. However, it would 

probably run something like the following. In order for 

CM to be the most rational strategy, it is vital that SM's 

be, at least whenever they are identified as such, excluded 

from beneficial social agreements. If they are not 

excluded, then it would be more rational, it appears, to 

be an SM. This is because as an SM, one would gain not 

only the advantage of being party t0 such beneficial agree-

ments, but also the advantage of breaking such agreements 

when expedient. I suppose that a save- another-when- drowning 

agreement would be beneficial to anyone who took part. By 

saving the drowning SM, thereby allowing that he is party 

to this agreement, the CM is forsaking the superior ration-

ality of his own strategy. For if SM's are permitted to 

reap the advantages of such contracts (by being saved, for 

example), while being prepared not to adhere himself if 

his ends lie elsewhere; it would clearly be more beneficial 
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to be an SM. The only way that CM can truly be more 

rational, is if CM's conscientiously exclude those they 

judge to be SM's from the benefits gained by cooperation. 

It appears that the only consistent CM course is to let 

the SM drown. If Gauthier is right, and the rational course 

is the moral course, then we are left with the moral right-

ness of allowing another to drown, when we have the where-

withal to save him. It hardly needs pointing out that a 

similar argument can be proposed for any (to speak roughly) 

charitable act toward those we take to be SM's. 

These are damning enough considerations on their own. 

However, the same sort of case might be made for other 

examples of interaction between CM's and SM's. Is there 

any good reason why a CM should refrain from lying to an 

SM--or stealing from an SM? If, as Gauthier suggests, 

moral injunctions thereagainst arise from social agree-

ments or contracts which are beneficial to all partici-

pants; and if SM is a less rational strategy because it 

denies its followers the same access as CM's to such 

agreements, then there appears little reason to encourage 

the SM by permitting him to take part. The disadvantage 

under which the SM labours (that which makes SM less 

rational than CM) is that he is excluded more often from 

such beneficial social institutions. Once again, if the 

CM is to retain his rational edge over the SM, it is nec-

essary, for the reasons I have provided above, that those 

who are judged to be SM's not be permitted to be party to 
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these agreements. But what does denying the SM access to 

social agreements mean? I can only presume that it would 

mean that the CM need not feel obliged (except insofar as 

it is in his interest) to treat the SM in a moral way. If 

an injunction against stealing is a relatively large scale, 

cooperative agreement, whereby all participants agree to 

refrain from stealing from each other, then the CM should 

be part of this agreement and refrain from stealing from 

other participants. But these are apparently only other 

CM's. For if the SM is to be excluded from such beneficial 

social contracts then there is no reason in Gauthier's 

morality to refrain from stealing from an SM. Collaterally, 

there is no particular reason to expect an SM to refrain 

from stealing from him. Of course, fear of getting caught, 

the effects of one's conscience, and other such consid-

erations might provide reason not to steal, lie, or kill 

for either the SM or the CM. When agreement formation 

and adherence is most rational for both, then they might 

both agree and adhere. But there seems to be nothing in 

morality so characterized that prohibits such villainous 

practices by the CM against the SM. It is an obvious under-

statement to point out that this consequence of Gauthier's 

view is grossly inconsistent with our usual moral notions. 

Gauthier, in later chapters of Morals By Agreement, 

recognizes that not all of our moral concepts are ration-

ally justified by the framework provided by constrained 

maximization. He apparently feels that even if there are 
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some aspects of the morality which we accept that are appar-

ently not rationally justified, we can at least salvage 

the rationality of some, perhaps most. But if there are 

some fairly broad categories of our commonly held moral 

judgements that cannot be made to fit, it seems an equally 

reasonable conclusion that it is his theory that is inade-

quate. This particularly since there appears to be no 

clear demarcation between those classes of morality that 

can be rationally justified, and those which cannot. In 

"Reason and Maximization", Gauthier claims that "[w]e must 

not expect that an account of morality, based on agreed 

optimization, will necessarily resemble our existing con-

ception of morality." This, we are told, is because 

there "is little reason to suppose that our present con-

ception has developed to correspond to rationality, conceived 

as identified in any way with utility maximization." 5 

If this is Gauthier's view, then we may have some 

grounds to complain that he is unfairly connecting ration-

ality with morality by developing a framework for rational 

action, and labelling the resulting strategy ' moral'. I 

think we have the right to demand of Gauthier that the mor-

ality he deems rational also bear some significant relation 

to our everyday moral notions. However, Gauthier's ground 

seems to have shifted at least somewhat by the time of 

Morals By Agreement, where he remarks, 

Actual moral principles are not, in general, those 
to which we should have agreed in a fully rational 
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bargain .... But it is reasonable to adhere to these 
principles insofar as the outcomes they yield 
approximate to those which would have been achieved 
by fully rational bargainers. We may defend the 
principles by reference to this ideal bargain, and 
the closer the principles fit, the stronger the 
defence. We do not suppose that our actual moral 
principles derive historically from agreement, but 
insofar as the constraints they impose are acceptable 
to a rational constrained maximizer, we may fit 
them into the framework of a morality rationalized 
by agreement.6 

It appears however that there is a large volume of our 

"actual moral principles" which are not "acceptable to 

a rational constrained maximizer". I here speak of moral 

obligations toward non- constrainers. I am not sure what 

to say about Gauthier's claim that morality can be ration-

ally justified, when it is conjoined to the admission that 

there is a significant and respectable body of moral judge-

ments which do not conform. It is with some hesitation 

that I suggest the oddness of justifying an inconsistency 

by pointing out that it is half correct. 

Our discussion of the moral responsibilities which 

the CM has toward unfortunate SM's points once again to 

the issue of motivation. For if the CM is the moral man--

the man who cooperates socially by adhering to societal 

agreements, then presumably CM's would, in fact, often 

perform such. charitable acts. This being the case, it 

appears again that Gauthier may have missed something 

very basic about doing the right thing. I rather suspect 

that even if the CM were apprised that there was no benefit 

to be derived from (for example) saving the drowning SM, 
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he would do it if possible anyway. We might be able to 

convince him that he was acting irrationally--even fool-

ishly. We might even be able to convince him that he 

was betraying his CM credo--and to some degree his fellow 

CM's. However, I suggest that it would be a rare indivi-

dual who would be deterred from so acting by such argu-

ments. The reason for this should be clear to anyone for 

whom doing the right thing is is some sense important. It 

is because in the last analysis, being moral is not about 

doing for oneself. To look for ways whereby morality is 

in fact in service of one's ends is to badly misread the 

notion. When the CM dives in to attempt to save the thief 

or liar or scoundrel, perhaps at some personal peril, he 

is aware that it is somehow beside the point to wonder 

first about how well his ends will be, in so doing, advanced. 

To brand him irrational seems a bit like name- calling- -

and a bit absurd, because it merely points to a failure 

of comprehension on his part about something essential to 

morality. What would be the substantive difference in 

motivation between cases of a CM saving an SM, and saving 

another CM? I suggest it would likely be small. At least 

in this case, it seems that the rightness of his act of 

person- saving is not primarily, for him, a function of his 

expected utility. 

Could it be the case that while we think that there 

is something more to morality than the serving of one's 

ends, there in fact is nothing. Perhaps I am wrong about 
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people's motives when they sacrifice to do the right thing. 

I am tolerably well convinced that the consistent, rational 

CM must exclude SM's from their agreements wherever pos-

sible, in order to ensure the supreme rationality of the 

CM strategy. Yet it would be foolish to deny that brig-

ands are every day included in truth- telling, save- from-

drowning, do-not- steal and other such agreements. If CM's 

do this for ' moral' reasons, Gauthier would have to say 

that these people are mistaken. Perhaps he would hold 

that psychological egoism is true. That is, whatever we 

think motivates us, in fact our own ends are the only 

factors. Or, it might be that while we can act in the 

perceived interest of others, such action is always beyond 

the realm of our ethical duty. In either case, the CM is 

mistaken if he believes that there is moral praiseworthi-

ness in aiding or cooperating with SM's. Indeed, if doing 

so compromises the opportunity for himself and other CM's 

to benefit (and it seems that it always will), then one 

might be positively blameworthy. 

I take this to be a radically objectionable view. If 

it is a consequence of Gauthier's view that CM's have no 

moral obligations whatever to any but other CM's, I think 

it can be generally agreed that a profound difficulty 

exists. It hardly needs be said that a morality which 

fails to include such duties is one sufficiently removed 

from our usual conception as to render it unacceptable. 
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Notes - Chapter 3 

1 This passage and the one following by David Gauthier, 
Morals By Agreement, unpublished 
manuscript, ch. 8, p. 27. 

2 "Reason and Maximization", op. cit., p.412. 

3 This might not be the case if it were possible that 
when a CM renounces his disposition, it is still 
guaranteed that he will keep to all agreements 
made while he was a CM. I mention this only 
parenthetically because I take it to be a 
humanly implausible assumption. 

4 Morals By Agreement, ch. 8, p. 8. 

5 This passage and the one above by Gauthier, 
"Reason and Maximization", p.433. 

6 Morals By Agreement, ch. 8, pp.19-20. 



The notion of constrained maximization, it appears, 

fails as a conception of rationality which can justify 

the practise of morality. Gauthier's most sophisticated 

defence made CM a complex and difficult beast, but it 

seems that at bottom, its problemis.röughlythes&me as 

faces other such attempts. In short, the CM must either 

fail to be an individual utility maximizer-- and hence not 

be rational, or must act in a way which is indistinguish-

able from that of an everyday egoist. The complexity of 

this most recent defence seems to have bred a complexity 

of objections. 

I have tried to show that his use of average values 

in the mathematical formulae rendered the results unus-

able as a universal justification. In the first place, 

since different people will be better and worse at iden-

tifying others, and better or worse at masking their 

strategy; the values for p and q will vary from person 

to person. This means that, contrary to our usual notions 

about morality, this framework might counsel different 

moralities (strategies) for different people. In addition, 
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the use of average values for the utility outcomes, fails 

to reflect differences of circumstance between instances 

of choice between agreement violation and adherence. The 

utility payoffs and the probabilities of being identified 

and identifying others can vary independently not only 

between different agents, but also among different cases 

involving the same agent. Even if the averages for these 

factors counsel constraint (no agreement violation) it 

does not follow that in each individual case, with each 

individual agent, constraint is counselled. Indeed it 

seems virtually certain that there will be some circum-

stances in which, if these formulae are applied to the 

given situation, violation will be shown to be the rational 

course. It is of course the rationality of not violating 

which this notion is meant to demonstrate. 

This consideration by itself constitutes, I expect, 

a crippling objection to Gauthier's constrained maximiz-

ation. However, even if there were not this difficulty, 

or if this problem could be somehow rectified, there are 

troubles enough with this view. It is worth pointing 

out again how unsupportably arbitrary Gauthier's figures 

are. Let it be the case (what I think is clearly not the 

case) that Gauthier's formulae, using his figures, would 

demonstrate the rationality of CM. We are still pro-

vided no good reason to think that the figures which he 

uses bear any relation at all to human endeavours. He 

offers as a ' simplifying' assumption that the utility out-
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comes are as he suggests. He does not, however, suggest 

any reason why we should accept them. Neither does he 

explain in what sense the procedure is ' simplified' by 

providing entirely unjustified arbitrary values. But let 

us accept what strikes me as eminently unacceptable, and 

assume that his utility outcomes are reasonably reflec-

tive of our social interactions. We are still left with 

nothing that even resembles evidence that sufficient 

values for p, q, and r are achieved or achievable in 

our or any other social community. 

Quite the contrary, I suggest thet there is much 

reason to think that that these values are not achievable, 

and certainly not achieved. I have argued that one's 

strategy cannot be discerned by others (for the purposes 

of p and q) with reference only to past behaviour. I am 

not altogether sure what sort of considerations remain on 

which to judge of another's strategy. However, it seems 

that physical clues such as bearing, facial expression, 

and tone of voice provide at best meagre and misleading 

corroborative evidence of one's disposition. This means 

that the values for p and q are likely low. As a conse-

quence, the value for r (the proportion of CM's in the 

population) will need to be high to justify CM even in 

Gauthier's terms. I do not suppose that there is any way 

of knowing with accuracy how many CM's there are in the 

population. I have suggested, however, that the best guess 

would be that there are no CM'S. 
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This is because, assuming there to be no strict 

incompatibility between having the CM disposition and 

being able to consider violation, it must be that the CM 

is sometimes irrational. For, if there is this incom-

patibility, then in cases where the benefits of violation 

outweigh its detriments, it is rational to violate. To 

say that the CM is unwilling to violate is not enough to 

rescue his rationality. If he wills to do that which is 

irrational, then he is irrational. Since the CM strat-

egy forbids one to violate, it must be, in such cases, 

that CM is irrational. We can only assume then that there 

is some incompatibility between having the CM disposition 

and being able to violate. 

It appears then that if this is the case, then the 

CM is an individual who is unable freely to choose about 

moral matters. The CM's (likely psychological) block 

might just be an inability to calculate utilities (con-

sider benefits) of violation, due to the cooperative spirit 

or attitude which the CM necessarily has toward other coop-

erators. In order to protect the rationality Of CM in 

exceptional cases, it is necessary to see him as being 

compelled in some respect by his disposition always tp 

adhere. While there may be those who are, at least usu-

ally unwilling to calculate or violate, it would be remark-

able indeed to find someone who is unable to do these. 

It would be more remarkable still, since that person, des-

pite his inability to calculate benefits in the context of 
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an agreement, is perfectly able (indeed is required) to 

calculate the benefits of an agreement prior to taking part. 

We should also point out that if there are not enough 

CM's in the population at a given time to justify CM, there 

likely never will be. This is because it will never be 

rational for anyone to adopt CM until enough others do so. 

If there are not any, or not enough CM's now, it will never 

be rational (except if a great many people are irrational 

first) to adopt CM. 

So it appears that we have some reason to believe 

that even if Gauthier's method of calculation were of value 

(it almost certainly is not), the values requisite to coun-

sel CM do not anyway hold. But if they did hold, and even 

if all of the difficulties to which I have pointed could 

be in some way resolved, I am by no means convinced that 

CM is morally defensible as a rational strategy. We have 

addressed the question of the treatment of SM's by CM's. 

It appears that the CM has no moral responsibilities to 

the SM whatever. What gives the CM his rational edge over 

the SM is presumably the fact that SM'S are less often 

participant in beneficial social or individual agreements. 

But, 

even if agreement is reached, a CM is committed 
to carrying it out only in the context of mutual 
expectations on the part of all partie 1 to the 
agreement that it will be carried out. 

If a CM is dealing with an SM, he has no expectation that 
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the SM will necessarily adhere to the agreement. The 

agent then is not, it seems, committed to carry out the 

agreement, at least when dealing with the SM. Indeed, it 

seems that since it is his ability to take part in more 

beneficial agreements that is meant to give the CM his 

advantage over the SM, it would be positively irrational 

to accept moral obligations toward him, thereby tacitly 

including the SM in a beneficial agreement. The CM would 

simply strengthen the SM's case by permitting him to take 

part in such agreements, knowing that he might take advan-

tage when expedient. To be rational, the CM must at all 

costs exclude the SM from moral agreements. This means 

that he need not trouble himself with any tedious moral 

responsibility toward the SM. Indeed it may be that he 

has a positive obligation to refrain from acting in a 

moral way with the SM unless he is directly benefitted 

thereby. 

Needless to say, this is a view which clashes vio-

lently with our usual moral notions. That there is no 

reason in Gauthier's morality (although there may be pru-

dential ones) for one to refrain from killing, robbing, 

or lying to an SM, or to help a drowning SM; is a result 

which I take to be unavoidable for the rational CM. It 

is also one which is undeniably and unacceptably repug-

nant. A view which countenances such behaviour is not, 

in any meaningful sense, a moral one. This final objec-

tion points, I think, to what is really wrong about the use 
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of CM to rationally justify morality. It is the same prob-

lem that we discussed much earlier. The attempt to just-

ify morality in terms of benefits to the agent will, of 

necessity perhaps, be a frustrating one. This since it 

involves finding a prudential justification to choose to 

be moral instead of prudent. It appears however trivially 

true that for everyone, prudence and morality sometimes 

conflict. 

Even at times when there is no conflict (even if 

there is never any conflict) there is a difference between 

doing something prudently, and doing it morally. It is 

hardly an original notion, but it bears pointing out at 

this stage, that it is a part of acting morally that we 

do the right thing regardless of its effects on ourself- -

beneficial or harmful. To be motivated in another way is 

natural enough, but it is not consistent with acting mor-

ally. That the CM's motivation is ultimately prudential, 

I feel, renders it unserviceable as a moral strategy. 

To this point we have discussed some attempts to 

demonstrate a strong, perhaps necessary connection bet-

ween acting rationally and acting morally. I have tried 

to show that there has developed a rough progression 

which has its roots in Hobbes' view that everyone benefits 

from social cooperation. It is out of such community 

cooperation and the dynamics of social interaction that 

the prudence of morality is thought tO come. Each of 
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these attempts, however, has run against the same barrier. 

While it is easy enough to show that we usually do better 

by acting morally, all arguments have failed to show why 

we must not exploit what appear to be inevitable excep-

tions. In the context of such exceptional circumstances, 

it seems we face either a failure of rationality ( if we do 

the morally right thing), or a failure in morality (if we 

take the rational course). ,But -there is'nothing -new here. 

This is the same conclusion which Plato was at such pains 

to dispute, and at which Hume arrived in the 18th century. 

It has been my conclusion that Hume was basically 

right, and that the major philosophic attempts to ground 

moral action on reason have been uniformly unsuccessful. 

In this final section, I intend to offer some very brief 

and largely speculative remarks, premised on the assumption 

that the reason that attempts to show a rational base for 

morality have failed is the obvious one. That is, that 

there is no base in reason for being moral. This means 

there is no necessary connection between being rational 

and being moral. 

In chapter one, we briefly discussed the view that 

the question ' Why should I be moral?' is a meaningless one. 

We argued that there is a straightforward sense in which 

this question is not meaningless. However, it might be 

interpreted in a quite different way. It could be 

requesting some reason for one to take the moral point of 

view, or to have moral ends in the first place. Viewed in 
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this way, the question does not seem to admit of any 

answer. For, if we interpret ' should' . here as a moral 

notion, then the question appears to misunderstand its 

own terms. It requests a moral justification for being 

moral and is, as a result circular in much the same way 

as is ' Why are bachelors unmarried?'. If, however, 

'should' ..- is interpreted prudentially, it is clear that the 

question cannot be answered, since there can be no reason 

to forsake one's ends when they conflict with morality. 

In either case, we are confounded in our attempt to answer 

this question. I will not enter the debate as to whether 

a question is, in virtue of being unanswerable, meaning-

less. Suffice it to say that when viewed in this light, 

the question ' Why should I be moral?' fails to admit of 

an answer. 

As we saw in the first chapter, however, this question 

can be viewed in a different way. If one who asks ' Why 

should I be moral?' is looking for reasons to adopt moral 

ends-- for reasons to accept that doing the right thingis 

important, then the question is indeed unanswerable. But 

if, in an individual situation, one asks this question; he 

might be wondering why he should be moral in this case- -

why he should now do the morally right thing. To this 

question, a perfectly good reason can be provided, at least 

to some. It is undeniable that many want to do the right 

thing, or at least want usually to do the right thing. We 

commonly enough have moral ends, as I have earlier described 
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them. For many of us, the doing of the right thing can 

be numbered among our ends. In some cases, we might answer 

the question ' Why should I be moral?' by pointing out that 

being moral is what the asker wants to do. Perhaps we 

wish to remind him of a resolution to be moral which he 

had, at some earlier time, formed. 

Compare this question with ' Why should I take turkish 

delight?'. While we cannot, in one sense, give reasons 

why a person should like or crave turkish delight; in 

another sense, he might be asking about a specific bit of 

candy. An answer might, in this case be supplied, by 

reminding the asker that he enjoyed it the last time he 

ate it (perhaps he has forgotten), or by pointing to ele-

ments to the flavour of turkish delight which are in 

accord with the asker's tastes. I confess that there is 

a certain tension here due to the fact that we generally 

know better than another what our tastes or ends are, and 

whether a particular choice will best serve them. In 

addition, our asking of such questions often assumes that, 

in terms of our ends, the object of the question (being 

moral or turkish delight) is unacceptable. Nevertheless, 

there are straightforward cases in which both ' Why should 

I be moral?' and ' Why should I take turkish delight?' 

admit of answers which take the form of reason- giving. It 

is sometimes the case that others can predict the con-

sequences of our actions as well as can we. Also, others 

are often more aware, or at least as aware of our wants 
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than are we. 

It appears now that our conclusion concerning the 

relationship between morality and reason can be made more 

complete. For while there is no necessary connection 

between the two, neither are they inconsistent notions. 

If it is a person's primary goal to do the right thing--

if he, as it were, holds the moral point of view above all 

other ends; then doing the right thing will always be 

rational. This since his ends or preferences will be best 

satisfied by always acting morally, flume suggests that 

in all ingenuous natures, the antipathy to 
treachery and roguery is far too strong to 
be counterbalanced by any views of profit or 
pecuniary advantage. Inward peace of mind, con-
sciousness of integrity, a satisfactory review 
of our own conduct; these are circumstances, 
very requisite to happiness, and will be cherished 
and cultivated by every honest man, who feels 
the importance of them. 2 

Since rationality has not the tools to judge of ends, the 

goal of being a morally good man is no less reasonable 

than any other. That being one's goal, the rational course 

is the one which most satisfactorily allows one to be 

such. This course can be none other than striving, in all 

things, to do what one takes to be morally right. Perhaps 

more realistically, to the degree, and at those times 

when one wishes to be morally good; it is rational to act 

SO. 

I earlier complained that Gauthier's view was, at a 
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basic level misfounded, due to the fact that it assumes an 

ultimately prudential basis for our motivation to moral 

behaviour. While I think that this objection is still 

good, we might say something more about the nature of 

this motivation. For it is to be admitted that the CM's 

motivation is not blatantly self-seeking. Once the CM 

disposition is chosen, and an agreement struck, the CM 

ceases to calculate. At this point it appears that he 

adheres in the morally appropriate, disinterested way. It 

could be too that to demand the ' right' motivation at any 

deeper or more ultimate level is naive and perhaps a bit 

syrupy. A view such as Gauthier's moral contractarian 

one might also claim an explanatory role. Not only does 

this moral framework, it could be suggested, provide a 

way of deciding what is moral, but it also explains 

how the practice of morality could have arisen in the first 

place. In very broad and rough terms, moral institutions 

arose in a Hobbesian sort of way, That is, the pernicious 

character of life in the absence of such conventions gave 

way to an obviously happier state of affairs which included 

them. The reason that people ever acquired a desire to 

act morally stems from the fact that everyone is better 

off (hence I am better off) for the existence of, and gen-

eral adherence to, moral conventions. Whatever our reason 

is for being moral, the genesis of the individual practice 

of morality is best seen in something like this light. 

As a consequence, we might continue, the moral motiv-
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ation of which CM admits is as deeply disinterested as 

we can reasonably expect moral motivation to be. While 

the CM is meant to be the moral individual, his morality 

is at best instrumental, and in the final analysis, in 

service of himself. But what more is to be expected? We 

may have the desire to do the morally right thing, or to 

see the right thing done; but this could be the result of 

social conditioning. There is nothing wrong in this, but 

the reason that we have to some degree lost track of the 

ultimately egoistic motivation for morality could be found 

in our training, and not in the nature of morality. 

I have argued that the doctrine of CM might be mis-

conceived at its foundation. That is,any view of moral-

ity which is ultimately (if not instrumentally) egois-

tically motivated, has in some serious way missed the point. 

The considerations which I briefly point to above attempt 

to show that an instrumentally indifferent motivation is, 

morally speaking, the best one to be found. At an ulti-

mate level, we can find no better than an egoistic motiv-

ation, since it was ultimately egoistic reasons that led 

originally to the development of moral notions and prac-

tices. The most satisfactory way of applying morality's 

contractarian roots to a present day moral framework, is 

by seeing the moral man as one who constrains his maxi-

mizing behaviour, in order to maximize more efficiently. 

But even if the practice of morality did arise in 

something like this way, it does not appear to follow that 
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we are obliged to construct our morality on some compat-

ible framework. That moral institutions developed on a 

roughly contractarian model, based on mutual benefit, need 

say nothing about the sort of moral framework that we 

should employ. If reason is, as I have suggested, silent 

about the validity of ends, then a moral end is no less 

rational than a non-moral (prudential) one. This being 

the case, we have no reason to prefer prudence, tout court, 

to morality. Indeed, that our intuitions are quite the 

opposite seems to say something about the way that our ends 

are, in general, ordered. 

Do we have any ultimate moral ends? That is, is it 

ever the case that we desire to do the right thing not as 

an instrument to some further non-moral good, but only 

for the sake of doing the right thing? This is, of course, 

the challenge of the psychological egoist. While this is 

likely a question best answered by a psychologist, it 

appears to me not entirely implausible that we do have moral 

ends which are, in this sense, ultimate. Assuming that we 

do, we must also assume that these have been acquired in 

some non- rational way. Since there can be no reason to 

alter one's (at least ultimate) ends, (reason being the 

sort of thing which cannot address the worth of ends), 

we must acquire and alter ends in some other way. The 

most likely explanation will, I expect, be strongly 

related to our emotions and sentiments; and likely includes, 

in a profound way, the considerable forces of family and 
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social conditioning. However moral ends may have arisen, 

the point is that if we have them, then we are not obliged 

to develop a system of moral beliefs which is premised on 

the assumption that ultimately, the only rational goals 

are prudential ones. 

Gauthier has developed his notion of CM with a view 

to establishing the rationality of our moral behaviour. 

But for one to whom doing the right thing is, in an ulti-

mate sort of way, important; the project is unnecessary, 

and perhaps misconceived. This is because the rationality 

of moral behaviour is established, at least to the degree 

that people wish to be moral. For those who wish to be 

moral, or for a person who wishes, in a given case, to 

be moral, the belief that a course is moral provides ade-

quate reason to take it. Such a person, or a person in 

such a circumstance, has no need of the prudential per-

suasion which constrained maximization purports to pro-

vide. It is already rational to be moral. 

There is however, no necessary connection between 

reason and morality. If an individual does not desire to 

do the right thing, or if this desire is sometimes or 

often outweighed by opposing prudential considerations; 

we cannot charge him with irrationality when he acts immor-

ally (although we may wish to brand him with any number of 

other uncomplimentary epithets). Reason dictates that he 

should act immorally. While this may be too bad, I am not 

convinced that we need be overly concerned. At any rate, 
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I suspect that this points to something that we have 

known all along. That is, if one does not wish to be moral--

if one has no overriding moral end in a given case; reason, 

even that in the form of constrained maximization, is 

anyway not competent to bring one around to virtuous beha-

viour. He will, in any case, do as he pleases. 
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Notes - Chapter 4 

1 "Reason and Maximization", op. cit., p.429. 

2 Hume, Enquiry, op. cit., sec. IX, pt. II, p.283. 
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